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INTRODUCTION
The modular representation theory of Chevalley groups 
is still in a tentative stage (see the introduction of [8]).
As far as this topic is concerned, we know: the indexing set 
for simple modules, the linkage principle, the strong linkage 
principle, the blocks, etc.
In this thesis two problems have been solved. Both of 
them deal with the extension of a simple module by another simple 
one. The first problem deals with the extension group between 
simple G-modules when G is the universal Chevalley group, and 
describes this group for type A2 • The second one investigates 
the blocks of the parabolic subgroups of the universal Chevalley 
groups which is highly related to the extension problem.
The wide open problem of describing the modular repres­
entations of Chevalley groups, and the solution of the above 
mentioned problems recall to mind the Hindu fable of the blind 
men and the elephant as written by J.G. Saxe, however see the 
paragraph below.
It was six men of Indostan to learning much inclined.,
Who went to see the Elephant (though all of them were blind)
That each by observation might satisfy his mind.
The First approached the Elephant, and happening to fall 
Against his broad and sturdy side, at once began to bawl:
"God bless me! but the Elephant is very like a wall!"
The Second, feeling of the tusk, cried: "Ho! what have we here 
So very round and smooth and sharp? To me ' tis very clear 
This wonder of an Elephant is very like a spear!"
The Third approached the animal, ana happening to take
The squirming trunk within his hands, thus boldly up and spake:
"I see," quoth he, "the Elephant is very like a snake!"
The Fourth reached out an eager hand, and felt about the knee.
"What most this mighty beast is like is mighty plain", quoth he;
"'Tis very clear the Elephant is very like a tree!"
(ii)
The Fifth, who chawed. to touch the ear, said: "E'er, the blindest man 
Can tell what this resembles rest; deny the fact who can,
This marvel of an Elephant is very like a fan!"
The Sixth no sooner had begun about the beast to grope,
Then, seizing on the swinging tail that fell within his scope,
"I see," quoth he, "tiie Elephant is very like a rope!"
And so these men of Indostan disputed loud and long,
Each in his own opinion exceeding stiff and strong,
Though each was partly in the right, and all were in the wrong!
One way to study the representation theory of a group is 
to get hold of the simple modules. The modular representations 
of the Chevalley groups (and its parabolic subgroups) are not 
necessarily completely reducible, so the extension problem appears 
naturally. The natural question is, if V is a module (with two 
composition factors say), when is it completely reducible? 
Conversely, given two simple modules , L9 what modules V may 
be constructed with , l>2 as its composition factors, and when 
do these extensions split? Another important aspect of the 
extension problem is Anderson's conjucture (conjucture 7.2 of 
[4]), which may be very strongly connected with Lusztig's con­
juncture on the character of the simple modules (problem IV of 
[33]).
This thesis consists of five chapters. Since we cannot 
put a sharp line between the blocks and the extensions, the first 
chapter is meant to be a preliminary for both our problems, and 
also it presents the necessary background.
The second chapter deals with the extension group in 
general (when G is the universal Chevalley group), and puts 
some relations between the extension functor and Jantzen's trans­
lation functor.
In the third and fourth chapters we Investigate this 
functor when G is of type A2> In the third one we determine the
(iii)
functor Ext^ between simple U^-modules, where is the re­
stricted enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra of G. The 
extensions Ext*(L(p),L(A)) i.e. between simples, have beenVj
determined in the fourth chapter.
Finally, in the fifth chapter we determine the blocks 
of the parabolic subgroups of the universal Chevalley groups.
Throughout this thesis, the notations dim and ® are 
abbreviations for dim.^  and respectively. The symbols 
!N, Z, ffi, IR and E will denote the natural, integral, rational, 
real, and the complex numbers respectively. Modules for the 
affine algebraic groups will always mean the rational ones 
defined in Section 1.1. A submodule or a direct summand may 
mean isomorphic to a submodule or to a direct summand. Finally, 
the end of the proofs (if any), definitions, examples, etc., 
will be marked thus: □ ♦
CHAPTER 1 - PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter we review the rather well known results 
required for the later chapters, and also build up the necessary 
notation. These preliminaries come under three titles, Hopf 
algebras, induced modules, and Chevalley groups. The third 
section of this chapter is devoted to type A2 to see what these 
look like in this special case.
1.1. Hopf Algebras and Induced Modules.
Let (G,K[G]) be an affine algebraic group over an 
algebraically closed field K of characteristic p > 0, and co­
ordinate ring K[G] = A. A Hopf algebra structure in A can be 
defined as follows. We identify A S A  with the coordinate ring 
of the product G * G i.e. by defining (f ® g)(x,y) = f(x)g(y) 
for every f,g e A and x,y c G. The comultiplication p:A A ® A 
is defined by p{f)(x,y) = f(xy). The augmentation e:A ♦ K is 
defined by e(f) = f(l)/ where 1 e G is the identity element.
The antipode S:A -*■ A is defined by S (f) (x) = f(x 1) . Clearly 
they satisfy the conditions:
(HI)(p ® = (1A ® y)p
(H2) (e ® = (1A ® e)y
(H3)m(lA 0 S)y = m(s ® iA;
In the above m:A ® A + A is the K-linear map sending f ® g to 
fg for every f,g e A,lft is the identitY maP on A ' and 1 is the 
unit element of A.
The dual space A* is made into an associative K-algebra. 
The multiplication, * say, is defined by:
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for  every y 1/Y2 £ A* anc  ^ £ e A Put
(Yx * Y2)(f) = (Yj. ® Y2)y(f) = 2 Y1(fi)Y2(fp/ 
where p(f) = l » f|. Clearly the augmentation e is its unit
i
element.
The lie algebra of G, Lie (G) , is defined by
Lie (G) = {y e K[G]*/y(fg) = y(f)e(g) + e(f)y(g) for every
f,g £ k [g ]}.
It is direct to show that
lylfy2l = Yx * Y2 - Y2 * Yx e Lie (G)
for every y1,y2 £ Lie •
A (left) rational G-module V is a module for the group 
algebra KG such that:
(Rl) KGv is finite dimensional for every v e V.
(R2) If (v^Ji e 1} is some (hence any) basis of V.
Then the maps tf^^:G -*• K/i,j e 1} defined by
9Vi ■ V 9,vi'
i e I, are all in K[G].
The Lie algebra Lie(G) becomes a rational G-module via 
the adjoint action i.e. the action
ad(x)y = * Y * e -1x x
for every x e G, and y e Lie (G). The evaluation at x e G
-3-
ex :K[Gj - K
is defined by
.ex (f) = f(x) 
for every f £ K[G].
An action of G on K[G] (denoted by cx) is defined by: 
(cxf)(y) = f(x *yx)
for every x,y e G and f e K[G]. The proof of the following 
lemma is straightforward.
1.1.1. Lemma.
(ad(x)y)(f) = y (c .f) for every x e G, y eK[G]*, and X-1
f c K[G]. □
Let H be a closed subgroup of G. The inclusion H -*■ G
induces a Lie algebra monomorphism Lie(H) -*• Lie(G). Sometimes
Lie(H) is identified with a sub-Lie algebra of Lie(G).
For a G-module V (resp. an R-module V, where R is a
ring), the socle is its maximal completely reducible submodule,
G
and it will be denoted by socQ V (resp. socR V ). We put * (resp. 
R
a ) between two modules to mean that they are isomorphic as 
G-modules (resp. R-modules) .
A (right) A-comodule is a pair (V,x), where V is a 
K-space, and t :V -► V © A a K-map such that:
(Ml)(t 0 1a )t = (ly © m)t ,
(M2)(lv 0 e)T = lv ^
where 1^ , lv are the identity maps in A, V respectively.
-4-
Remark (1).
Suppose A is a coalgebra i.e. a vector space with p and 
e as before satisfying (HI), (H2). Remark (2) on p. 140 of 
[18] shows that, there is a functor from the category of right 
A-comodules to the category of left (unital) A*-modules. This 
functor associates to each A-comodule (V,t ) the A*-module A*V 
which has the same underlying space and A* acts by
YV = Z Y(ai)vi 
i
for every y € A*, v e V, where t (v ) = Z v^ 0 a^ .i
Conversely, if A is finite dimensional, an inverse
functor exists. This functor associates the comodule (V,x) to
each A*-module ,*V, the map t :V -*• V 0 A is defined as follows:AK
let {ai), {a?} be a basis and its dual of A, A* respectively, 
define for every v e V
x (v) = Z a*v 0 aA.
It now follows directly that t satisfies (Ml), and
Z e(ai)a£ = e 
i
guarantees (M2).
Thus, when A is finite dimensional, we obtain an inclusion 
preserving equivalence of categories between the category of 
right A-comodules and that of left A*-modules.
Remark (2).
Using the two sets {v^}, defined in (R2) above,
-5-
we can easily show that; there is an equivalence of categories 
between the category of right K[G]-comodules and that of rational 
G-modules. The last category will be denoted by Mq .
For a more detailed discussion of the functors in the 
previous two remarks e.g. when A is an infinite dimensional 
space, we refer to §3.1 of [1] and Appendix II of [37].
Our final notation in this section is that of the induced
modules.
Let A be a K-space and V e Mq . Define the rational G- 
module (A) 0 V as follows; the underlying space is A 0 V, 
and G acts by
g (a 0 v) = a ® gv
for each g e G, a e. A, and v £ V. See (1.2f) of [18]. The 
parentheses are to indicate that A is a "dummy" i.e. intervenes 
only as a K-space.
The coordinate ring K[G] is made into a G-bimodule via 
the right and left translations i.e. put
(x.f)(y) = f(yx), and (f.x)(y) = f(xy)
for every f £ K[G], and x,y £ G.
Let H be a closed subgroup of G, and V e M{J. Define
V|G = {E v. 0 f. £ V 0 K[G]/Z hvi 0 fi = 
i 1 1 i
E vi 0 f^.h for every h £ H}.
It is easy to show that, for every g e G
-6-
I S £ v|
i
> Z 0 g .f^ £ V|
i
So v|G becomes a G-module with action defined by
g(I vi 0 fi) = Z vi © g.fi.
It is a rational G-module since it is a submodule of (V) 0 K[G].
1.2. Chevalley Groups.
Let L be a complex, finite dimensional, and simple Lie 
algebra. Let H be a Cartan subalgebra, <t> be the root system, 
and let A = { a a » }  be a set of simple roots which determine1 X/
The Killing form will be denoted by ( , ). Thus we get 
for each y e H* a unique H^ , e H such that
(H' ,H) = y(H)
for every H e H. We put
for every i = The set
{X ,H . /a e <!>, i = 1, • • • ih a i
will be a Chevalley basis of L. We can define a symmetric, 
bilinear, and positive definite form on H* (call it ( , ) also), 
by putting
G GThe induced module vi will be denoted by IndH (V).
the positive (resp. negative) roots i>+ (resp. $ ) .
(y ,6) = <h;,hjj
-7-
for every y, & e H*. See § 1 of [34].
The (abstract) Weyl group associated to $ will be denoted
by W. This is the group of automorphisms of 4 generated by the
reflections {w /a e. Ai. The reflection w acts on g t i by a a
wa (3) = 0 -(0,aV)a,
where
( a / a )
is the dual root associated to a £ 4.
The integral (resp. dominant) weights will be denoted by 
X (resp. X+). These are the two sets
X = U  £ H*/(\,ctV) £ Z for every a e A),
X+ ={ X £ X/(X,aV) 2 0 for every a £ A}.
The fundamental dominant weights {X^/i = (or {X^/a £ A})
are the weights satisfying (X^oij) = 6 ^  for every i,j =
These weights form a Z-basis of X. There is a partial ordering 
in X, namely X i p iff y-X is a sum of positive (hence simple) 
roots or ii = X. The root lattice will be denoted by Xr = Z4.
The dual root system 4 = (u /u £ 4} is also irreducible
as 4(§ 10.4 of [22]). The root aQ £ 4 such that a* is the unique 
maximal root (with respect to the above partial ordering) of 4>V 
is called the highest short root of 4. The Coxeter number h is 
defined to be
h = 1 + (P/Oq ),
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where
P =  ^ Z + a = Z Xa , 
ad aeA
see §13.3 of [22].
For each dominant weight X, the unique (up to an 
isomorphism) finite dimensional simple L-module with highest 
weight X will be denoted by (§21.2 of [22]).
Passing to an algebraically closed field K of positive 
characteristic p, we have two important structures. The univ­
ersal Chevalley group G, and the hyperalgebra UK*
Let {Xa,Hi/a e 4>, i = 1,...,*} be a Chevalley basis 
of L. Let V be a finite dimensional L-module, be an 
admissible lattice, and VK = 0 z K. For ot e i> and t e K,
let x^(t) be the automorphism of VK :
vn“ Xx (t) (v ® k) = Z tn (— - v ® k) ,
“ t=0 n •
v e V„, k e K. The above sum is finite since Xn acts as zeroZ 01
for n sufficiently large. Define:
Xa “ ixa(t)/t e K},
the root subgroup, and
G = < x /ut £ •!» >. a
A group G so constructed will be called a Chevalley group.
A weight A £ X is called a weight of V if
= {v £ V/Hv = A(H)v for every H e H) ? 0.
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If the Z-span of the weights of V is the whole X, our G will 
be called the universal Chevalley group (of type 4>). Except 
where stated to the contrary G will always denote this universal 
Chevalley group.
The universal Chevalley group G is a connected, almost 
simple, semisimple, simply connected algebraic group by 
Theorem 6 of [34], and §27.5 of [33]. It is also uniquely 
determined (up to an affine algebraic group isomorphism) by 4>
(§32.1 of [23]).
For each a e 4> , there is a unique homomorphism 
<j>a :SL(2,K) G, where SL(2,K) is the special linear group of 
order 2x2 over K (§3.2 of [6]). This <J>a sends (^  )^ (resp. (* ^))
to xQ (t) (resp. x_& (t)) for every t e K. Let h^ft) be the 
image of (^  °-i)/ t e K*. The maximal torus of G generated 
by {ha (t)/a c A,t e K*} will be denoted by T. For the 
equivalence between the definition of T here and that of 
Steinberg in [34] we refer to Lemma 6.1.1 of [7], however see 
Theorem 6 of [34].
Each element h e T has a unique expression as a product
h "  nA ha (Vat A
where t e K*, see corollary on p. 44 of [34]. So we get an 
isomorphism of abelian groups X X(T) , where X(T) is the 
character group of T. This isomorphism is the one that 
associates to each A e X the character A, where
A( n h (t )) = n t U,a } .
ae A a a ae A
-10-
Therefore X may be identified with X(T), and we have a natural 
action of W on X(T). The "dot" action of W on X(T) is defined 
by
oj.X = w(X + p) - p
for every u> e W, and X e X(T) .
Now we define the hyperalgebra UK- Let be a Kostant 
Z-form of the universal enveloping algebra of L i.e. the 
Z-subalgebra of generated by all for every a e $ and
every integer r z 0 (by convention X° is the unit element).
The hyperalgebra
has a K-basis deduced from the usual Z-basis of U_. This is¿M
the set of all elements of the form
Also all the aa ' s, b^sjand c^s are non-negative integers.
As in the remarks of §1.1, there is an inclusion preserving 
equivalence of categories between the (locally finite) UK~modules 
and the rational G-modules (see §1 of [16] and §5.5, §6.1, §9.1 
of [12]). This is realized as follows.
UK " ®Z K
for some ordering of i>+ fixed in the multiplications of the
X 's, and a,n
X
Hi(Hi-l)..(Hi-b+l)
b!
0 1
Hence X is the unit element of U.Ka ,o
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Let G be the affine algebraic group (K+, K[X]),cl
where X:K + K is defined by X(t) = t for every t e K.
For every a e 4>, define the affine algebraic group homomorphism
by iji (t) = x (t) for every t e K (Lemma 34 of [34]). This 
^  gives the K-algebras homomorphism
K[G] - K[X]
defined by ^*(f)(t) = f(xu (t)) for every f e K[G] and t £ K. 
Now for each non-negative integer r, define
Ca,r K[G] -*■ K
by
*«<f) = r=0 a ,r
(f)Xr
for every f e K[G]. Given a £$ and f e K[G], we can see that
the £ (f)'s are almost all zeros.a,r
There is a monomorphism of K-algebras 
ip J Ur
satisfying  ^(X ) = £ _ for every a £ 4> and r i 0 (§6.5 ofoc / r cl f l
[12]).
Any rational G-module V may be regarded as a locally 
finite UK-module by defining:
uv^ = I \p (u) (f jj.) Vj f
-12-
for any u e U„ , and {v.}, if..) are as in (R2) .I\ 1 1J
Conversely, any locally finite U^-module V may 
be considered as a rational G-module (see also §6.8 and §9.2 
of [12]). The generators x (t)'s act by
xa (t)v = £
r=0
trxa, r
for every v e V . Thus if V is a G-module, a submodule will 
mean either a U„ or a G-submodule of V .
IS.
The integral group ring of the integral weights X (not 
to be confused with X in (K+,K[X]) above) will be z [X] . 
Its z -basis is
(e(A)/X e X} ,
and the multiplication is e(A)e(p) = e(A+y) . The Weyl group 
W acts naturally on z [X] by w(e(A)) = e(w(A)) for every 
a) e W and A e X .
For a finite dimensional G-module V the formal 
character, ch. V, is defined by
ch. V = E imJii)e(p) ,
|]< X
where is the dimension of the weight subspace
Vy = {v e V/tv = p(t)v for every t e T} .
-13-
The Weyl module associated to A e X+ will be denoted
by V (A) . Recall V (A) is defined by reduction mod p of the
minimal U -lattice U v, in the irreducible L-module V,Z 2 A A
i.e. is a maximal vector in
Since V (A) is of particular interest here, we shall 
state in the next theorem the most important results for it.
1.2.1. Theorem.
(i) The dimension of the Weyl module is given hy:
The formal character, ch. (A) , is given by: 
ch. (A) =2MA+p) /A(P) ,
where for y e X
A(y) = l e (u)e (u> (y)) ,
uieW
and e(u>) = ± 1 is the sign of u> . See §24.3 of [22].
(ii) For A e X, let \(\) =A(A+P)/A(P) , and let
w e W be the unique element of W such that w(>~P) c X 
Then wo have:
dim V (A) = dim = II (A+p,av)/ n (P,av) . 
ae4>+
ch. (w. A) if a). A « X
See §7.2 of [24], and Lemma 8 of [30].
-14-
(iii) Let
6 = l m e (y) e Z[X]W 
yeX M
i.e. W invariant, and let X e X . Then we have:
0X(X) = l m xU+P) * yeX M
see also §7.2 of [24], and Lemma 8 of [30].
(iv) The weight A is the unique highest weight of 
V (X) and its multiplicity is one. The value of the partition 
function at v e X , p(v) , is defined to be the number of 
ways v can be written as a nonnegative sum of positive roots. 
The multiplicity of a weight y of V(A), m^(y) , is given
by (§24.2 of [22]) :
m, (y) = £ e ( id ) p (<*>. A-y) .
A u>eW
(v) The G-module V (A) is generated by a maximal
vector of weight A and is indecomposable. It has a unique 
maximal submodule M (A) . The unique top composition factor
modules:
{L(A) = V(A)/M(A)/A e X+}
form a complete set of simple (irreducible) G-modules (§2.1 of 
[24]) .
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(vi) If L(y) is a composition factor of V(X) .
Then there exist e X+- p such that y = =
Two weight v,x are denoted v + x iff there exist an integer 
n e U and a e <1>+ such that (x+P »aV) 1 nP and v = wa*X+nPa • 
This is the strong linkage principle, see Corollary 3 of [2]. □
Our final technical definition in this section is the 
affine Weyl group W . For more information we refer to §3cl
of [8], §1 of [35], and §1.2 of [3].
For a e i> and n e Z , we let is denote the affine01/11
reflection in X 0 JR given by 
%
u) . \ = is . X+npa a,n a
for each X e X 0 JR . The action of W on X Q JR is deducedKi 1»
from its action on X . We may consider X Q X 8 JR via the¿u
injection X*-*- X®1 .
The is 's are the reflections in the affine hyperplanes a,n
L(( n = ^  « XS^lR/U-tp ,av ) = np} .
The affine Weyl group W is defined to be the group of iso-cl
metrics of X 0 JR generated by all w for every a c <*>% oi/ii
and n e % Let a) e W. so there exist is e W and
a e z<I> such that w.X = .X+pa for every X e X 8,JR 
% ,a associated to is e Wfl may not be unique.
These
is
-16-
The connected components of X 0^ 1R - tj Lu n are caH eda,n '
alcoves. The alcove
Aq ={X e X QjjIR/O < (A+P,aV) < p for every a e 4> }
is called the fundamental alcove. The closure of Aq is
— v + ,Aq = {X e X 0^R/0 z (X + P ,a ) * p for every a * <& }.
Any alcove A is a subset of X Q^R of the form oa.Aq, where 
u e W is uniquely determined by A. The closure of A is thereforecl
A = oj.A . o
Finally, since we are interested only in the integral 
weights, when we say the weights in an alcove we mean the (discrete) 
integral weights.
1.3. Type A  ^Case.
In type A2, L = si(3,0 the set of all 3 x 3 matrices 
over I with trace zero. The rank 1 = 2 ,  | $ | =6,
A = {a, 6) / 4>+ = {ot, B, a+6} , and (a,a) = 2 for every a e «. So
we may identify 0 with . Our two fundamental dominant weights 
are {X ,A }, and if X = rX + sA e X we write X = (r,s). Thus
(X p  u. p
a = (2,-1), 3 = (-1,2), and aQ = P = (1,1). The Weyl group
W = {l'Wa'UJ3,U)aW3 ' V a ' Wo} With “a = “b = Wo = 3nd
(1. = u u u = u w w (u will always denote the longest clement ino a 3 a 3 a 3 o
W, not only in this type). The action of W is given by:
w (r,s) = (-r,r+s) , u>R(r,s) = (r+s,-s),a P
to a, (r,s) = (-r-s,r) ,uj w (r,s) = (s,-r-s),a 3 p “
Wo(r,s) = (-s ,-r)
The Cometer number h = 3.
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The universal Chevalley group is G = SL(3,K), the set 
of all 3 x 3  matrices over K of determinant one (p. 27 of [34]). 
Let 1 - (r.s) e X+, henee dim VI« - <r+l)<■+!)(r+s+2) .
The decomposition of X G^ IR into alcoves is shown in the 
following diagram.
Figure 1»
To get the multiplicity m (y) of the weight y of V(X), 
we apply Theorem 1.2.1(iv). The following diagram shows these 
multiplicities. In this diagram we assume X = (r,s) e X+ with 
r i s (the case r <; s is nearly the same) .
»
/ Jj|
The numbers in the figure are the multiplicities of the weights
on the corresponding line, see §2 on p. 1562 of [5],
Let 0 ^ v £ V(A)^ be a maximal vector. Thus by (v) of
Theorem 1.2.1 V(A) = KGv, and hence V(A) = URv. The vector
( n x )v is either zero or of weight A - a a- a, £5-a a .
a- -a, a a p a oae$ a °
see Proposition 5.13 of [6], Let y e X be a weight of V(A). The
vector v is maximal and generates V(A) as a U^—module, therefore
the set of all vectors of the form ( II + X_^ a )v such that
as $ 'a
\-a a_a R_a a = u generates the weight subspace V(A)P. Thea 6 “0 °
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condition of all a 's to be nonnegative integers guarantees 
this set of generators to be finite. In order to get a basis 
for this weight subspace out of these generators, we have to 
reject some elements. These rejected elements depend on the 
chosen ordering in the multiplication of the X 's, however” Ct / a.a
see p. 218 of [9].
1.3.1. Example.
We consider the weight subspace V(0,3)^0,°^  which is
one dimensional. There are two solutions for (0,3)-a a-a 0-a ot =a p ao °
(0,0) . The first one is a = 0, a. = a =1. The seconda p uo
(this corresponds to the lexicographic order of [9]) , both the
solutions work and we get a set of generators consists of two
elements: {(X X .)v, (X X ,)v}. Each element of-a , -p /1 -a,i p / ^0/1
the previous set is a basis. On the other hand if we consider
the ordering X X-8'a0 V a X , we find (X „ » X )v is-a,a ' -8,2 -a,l
zero (since (-2,4) is not a weight of V(0,3)), and {(X 1X_a ^v}p ' o'
is a basis of V(0,3)^'^. □
If it happened that for some weight y of V(A), the number
of solutions for X - a ^ - a ^ P ^  aQ = y is equal to mx(y). Then any
ordering will do it, and the resulting set of generators is a 
basis of V(X)M for any such ordering. We shall see that this is 
the case we meet in Section 3.2.
a
CHAPTER 2 - EXTENSIONS OF MODULES
In this chapter we investigate our main object, the 
(bi)functor Ext1. The first section may be well known to 
many readers ((1.5f) of [18] and §2.1 of [20]), however the 
approach in this section uses more algebraic group techniques.
In some results of the last section p is assumed to be 
large enough (p £ 3(h—1)), and in others A is assumed to be 
small enough (A e Aq) • These restrictions are lifted when 
G = SL(3,K) in the next chapters. We hope these results may 
eventually be proved without these restrictions.
2.1. Rationally Injective Modules.
In this section G will be an affine algebraic group.
We want to prove that any rational G-module may be embedded 
into an injective one.
2.1.1. Lemma.
Let 1 be a rational G-module. Then I is an injective 
module iff the contravariant functor HomG(-,I) is exact.
Proof.
Let 0 —»- A B C—*- 0 be any short exact sequence in
M . Applying the functor Horn (-,1), we get the exact sequence G 'J
0-*- Hom^ (C ,I) —^  HomG (B,I) HomG (A,I) ,
where j ($) = ij>oj, tt(i^) = 4*ou for every <(> e HomG(B,I) ,  ^e HomG (C,I)
We can easily see that j is an epimorphism iff I is an injective 
module (for any short exact sequence like above). □
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The funder HomG (-,I) is exact iff it is exact on finite 
dimensional G-modules.
Proof.
Suppose HomG (-,I) is exact on finite dimensional G-modules. 
We want to prove I is injective.
Suppose
0 U j-*- V
e
i
is any G-diagram with exact row. Let V^, be two submodules 
of V, and a^c^: v1»v2 + 1 be two G-homomorphisms. Define a 
partial ordering on the pairs (V^ /Ct^ ) iff
and a, I = a.. Let
*• v 11
S = { (V ,ot)/(j (U) , 6oj_1) «  (V',a), aoj = 6}.
This S is not empty since (j(U), 0oj 1) e S.
Let S' = t(Ai/ai)/i e 1} £ S be a non-empty totally
ordered subset. Put A = 1J  A , and a:A I defined by
iel
a | = a. for every i e l .  Clearly (A,cx) is an upper bound
i 1
for S', and hence S is inductively ordered. Zorn's lemma 
completes the proof. Note that the fact that V is locally 
finite is used to show the maximal element we have by Zorn's 
lemma is V itself.
The other way is obvious. □
2.1.2. Lemma.
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Let {1^/a £ A)be a set of injectives in MQ. Then
0E I is also injective. 
aeA a
2.1.3. Lemma.
Proof.
It is known when A is finite (Theorem 5.7.3 of [14]). 
Suppose A is infinite.
Let
0 -*• U V
e
be any G-diagram with exact row. Thus it is enough to consider 
the case when U,V are finite dimensional. So there exists
n ©{a,, ...,a } = A such that 6(U) £ Z I . 01 n ~ i=l “i
2.1.4. Proposition.
K[G] is an injective (left) G-module via the right 
translation.
Proof .
It is enough to prove the functor Hom^(-,K[G]) is exact 
on finite dimensional modules. So it is enough to prove:
V e and finite dimensional implies dim HomG(V,K[G]) = dim V.
Pick {v1#...,vn} a basis of V. Let (fij/i/j=l,...rn) 
be the corresponding coordinate functions (see (R2) before).
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Define for j = 1,. . . ,n, 0^:V -*■ K[G] by = for
every i = l,...,n (and extend by linearity).
Claim {6./j = l,...,n} is a basis of Horn,,(V,K[G]).3 «
From the definition of G-modules we have x(yv^) = (xy)v^ for
every x,y e G and i = l,...,n which implies all these 0_.'s
are G-homomorphisms. Also f^m (l) = 6jm implies they are
linearly independent, where 1 £ G is the identity element.
Finally it is straightforward to prove: for every
n
0 e Hom„(V,K[G]) we have 0 = E k.0., where 0(v.)(l) = k.. □G j-i 3 J 3 3
2.1.5. Proposition.
Every rational G-module V is isomorphic to a submodule 
of a direct sum of copies of K[G].
Proof.
The module (V) © K[G] (see Section 1.1) is isomorphic
to E ® K[G]. In this direct sum I is the indexing set for
i d
{vi/i £ I}, a basis of V, see p. 144 of [18]. Let {fi^} be 
the corresponding coordinate functions. It is clear that for 
every i e I the set {j e t is finite. Define the map
<(>:V ->■ (V) 0 K[G] by (v.) = E v © f . It follows directly
j 3 3
that <(i is a G-modules monomorphism. □
2.2. The Functor Ext1.
Throughout this section G will be our universal Chevalley 
group except in the next definition and the following remarks 
where G may be an affine algebraic group.
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Let M e with injective resolution
2.2.1. Definition.
For every V e MG, this resolution gives the complex
_ d d
0 -*■ HomG(V,M) HomG (V,IQ) —^  Hom^V,^) ---* ... ,
where dn (<i>) = dn o $ for every $ e HomG (V,In) . Define
Ext° (V,M) = ker d , 
ker d
Ext" (V,M) = -----11 , n = 1,2,.. .
a»-i
Therefore we obtain the (bi)functors ExtG (-,-), n = 0,1,... 
from < M_ to the category of K-spaces. □Vj b
Remark (1).
(i) When R is a ring, the functors Ext^ maY be defined dually 
using projective resolution. We don't use it here since there 
is no guarantee for the existence of enough projectives in our 
category.
(ii) These functors are independent of the particular injective 
resolution used (Corollary 2.2 on page 90 of [19]) .
(iii) For every V, I e MG with I injective we have:
ExtG (V,I) = 0.
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(iv) For every A,B,C e A'G with B finite dimensional we have:
Ext" (A 0 B,C) = Ext" (A,B* 0 C) .G G
(v) Given a short exact sequence in
0-*-A-»B-*-C->0/
and V e M„. We obtain the following long exact sequences:G
0 -*• HomG (V,A) -*• HomQ (V,B) -*• HomG (V,C) -*• ExtG(V,A) -*■ ...
0 -*• HomG (C,V) HomG (B,V) -*• HomG (A,V) ExtG (C,V) -> ... .
See Chapter IV, Section 7 of [19].
Remark (2).
For each V e and n a 0, the Hochshild cohomology G 0
Hn (G,V)y is defined to be
Hn (G,V) = ExtG (K,V),
where K is the one dimensional trivial G-module.
Let N be a closed and normal subgroup of G, and suppose
V e M . The Hochshild cohomology Hn (N,V) is made into a G-module G
as follows. Let
0 -*• V -* I + M -*• 0
be a short exact sequence of G-modules with I injective (hence
Ii is also injective by Theorem 4.3 and Proposition 2.1 of [11]). 1N
So we obtain the exact sequence
0 -*• V1*1 IN MN H X(N, V) 0,
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where AN “ Hom„(K,A) (for every A e M_) is a G-submodule of A.N G N1 MThe isomorphism (of K-spaces) H (N,V) a ^   ^ gives a G-module 
structure to Hn (N,V) when n = 1. We proceed inductively using 
the dimension shift (Hm (N,V) = Hm-1(N/M), m > 1) to obtain such 
structure for every n > 1. So if A,B e such that A is finite 
dimensional, Extjj (A,B) has a G-module structure with N acts 
trivially. Also we have:
Ç
Hn (N,A 0 B) = Hn (N,A) © B 
for every A,B e such that B|N is trivial.
Remark (3).
For every A,B 6 we have: 
Ext1 (A,B) = Eg (A,B),
where E (A,B) is the space of the equivalence classes of the G
extensions 0-*B-*-M-*-A-*-0 and M e M_ (Theorem 2.4 on p. 91 of
G
[19]). So Ext1 (A,B) j- 0 iff there exists such an extension which G
does not split. Thus the name "extension" comes.
Recall that for X e X+, M(X) is the unique maximal 
submodule of the Weyl module V(X) . Let X* — -w^(X) , where co^  e W 
is its longest element.
2.2.2. Proposition.
Let X,y e X+. Then we have:
Ext^iLip),L(X)) G
f HomG (M(X*),L(y*))
J Horn (M(y),L(X))G
0
if x * y,
if X * y , 
otherwise .
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Proof .
The first two cases are in 3.10 of [13]. The last
one comes from: a necessary condition for L(A) to be a composition
factor of V(p) is that A s p. □
For a positive integer n define Un to be the subalgebra
of Uv generated by K
{X /a e $, 1 < a < pn}.CX f cl
It is a finite dimensional algebra of dimension
dim Un
n dim L 
P (E •
By Proposition 2.1 of [25], the following set
{n x
ae 4>
n H. , n , X /0 < a , b ,c < p } . "-a,a . , i,b. .+ a,c a i a+ a i=l l aei> a
is a basis of U . Moreover U is a symmetric algebra (the n n
corollary for Theorem 1 of [26]).
Define the set
X = {A e X+/U,c*V) < Pn f°r every a e A}, n
Thus
(L (A) /A e Xn)
is a full set of simple Un-modules (52.2 of [25]).
For a positive integer n let Fn be the n—  Frobenius
Fnmorphism. For every V c MG , let V be the G-module resulting
from "twisting" the action of G on V by F . So if A e such
that U acts trivially on it, A = A'Fn for some A' e . Conversely, 
^ nu acts trivially on VF for every V e MQ. For a fuller discussion
of the above results we refer the reader to Section 2 of [32],
The monomorphism K [G3* (see p. 11 ) sends Un to
a subalgebra of K[g ]* isomorphic to (K[g ]/^ [pn ])*, where
r n i n
MLP  ^ is the ideal of K[g] generated by {f^ /f(l) = 0}(§9.1 of
[12], and §1 of [ 16J) . Thus by Remark (1) of Section 1.1» we have
an inclusion preserving equivalence of categories between the
category of Un-modules and that of K[g ]/M^p  ^ -comodules.
Recall that the adjoint action of G on K[g ]* is defined
by ad(x)y = e * y *e -1 for every x e G and y « K[g ]*. This 
X  x
adjoint action (via iJj) makes a G-module with a submodule 
(§2.1 of [32]). Let A, B e using
x(ua) = (ad(x)u)(xa)
for every x e G, u £ Un> and a e A, we can define a G-module
structure in Horn (A,B) by 
n
(x.f) (a) = x(f(x 1a))
for every x e G, f e Horn (A,B), and a e A. This G-module structure
n
gives another one to Ext* (A,B). Note that l| is an injective
n un
U -module for each injective module I e M_. n «
Beginning with two G-modules, we can define the extension 
space between them as K[G]/W^pn^-comodules, and give it a G-module 
structure as well, see Remark (2) of Section 2.2. This extension 
space is isomorphic to the ^-extension space between the same 
G-modules, and this isomorphism is as G-modules. See Section 1 
of [17] for more details.
So Corollary 2 of [17] using our notation reads.
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2.2.3 Proposition.
Suppose A,y e X+,A = Aq + pA ', y = yQ + pp ', where 
XQ , e and X' , y' e X+ . Then we have:
Ext*(L(y ') ,L(A') WExt.1. (L(y) ,L(A) ))G
Ext*(L(y),L(A) )
1
(ExtJ (L(u ),L(à)ïG if UQ t V  0
2.3. The Translation and The Extension Functors.
Let A be a weight in the closure of the fundamental 
alcove (A e ÂQ) . A G-module V is said to belong to A if all its 
composition factors have highest weights belonging to wa*l* 
Proposition 2.3 of [27] together with the strong linkage principle 
show that any indecomposable G-module belongs to some A e AQ .
The category of finite dimensional G-modules belonging to A £ Aq 
will be denoted by C^.
§3 of [31]. We can decompose any finite dimensional G-module M
the biggest submodule of M belonging to A and is independent of 
the particular choice of the decomposition. Also we have:
For a weight v we define v* to be the unique dominant weight 
in {w(v)/tu e W), see §13.2 of [22].
In the definition of the translation functor T^ we follow
* 0 ” into a direct sum M = 1 PL of indécomposables. For every A e. Aq
i=l
set p (M) equal to the sum of belonging to A.A In fact p^(M) is
M = l «(M) 
AeA0
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For every X, p e Aq define the translation functor:
:C, ■*> CX X  p
by Tj V = p (V 0 Ltp-X)*} for every V e C.A U A
The functor is exact, and T^, are adjoint functors
So for every A e and B e C ^ we have:
HomG (TX A,B) “ Horn (A,0 P B) ,
HomG (Tj B,A) = HomG(B,Tj A) ,
see §2 of [3].
Let S a W be a the set of reflections
walls of A . For X £ A define o
h  - l“ £ S/w II
For cj e define
x (w) = {w1 £ S / W . X  < u.X) ,
where X is an arbitrary element of AQ, see S3of[31].
2.3.1. Lemma (§3, Lemma, [31]).
Let X c Aq, p e Ao, and w e be sucft tfcat w.X £ X . 
Then we have:
V(w.X)
V(w.p) if w.p £ X
otherwise. □
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Let X e A , p e À , and w e. W be such that w.X e X+.O O cl
Then ne have:
2.3.2. Proposition (§3,Proposition,.[31]).
L(cü.X) «
L(o).y) if n T (to) is empty,
0 otherwise. □
For X, y e X+, [V(X):L(y)] denotes the multiplicity of 
L(p) as a composition factor in a Jorden-Hfilder series of G-modules 
for V(X).
2.3.3. Theorem (§3, Theorem, [31]).
Let X c A , and u,oo' £ Vi be such that u> .X ,u'. X £ X+. o a
Then for all y £ AQ such that x(w') n = 4> we have:
[V(w.y) :L(o>' .y) ] if y £ X
[V(oj.X) sL(a)1 .X) ]
otherwise. 0
2.3.4. Proposition.
Let X £ Aq, and c Wa be such that w.X,w.X £ X . Then
for every y £ Aq we have:
Ext*(L(w.X) ,L(w' .X)) - Ext* (L(ui. y) #L(u 1 .y)) .G Vj
Proof.
The weights X, y £ AQ and io.X/Uj'.X £ X , so -<*> and 
u . y /u>1 • y £ X+. Applying tJ to the short exact sequence
0 M(oj.X) -*• V(co.X) ■+• L(u.X) -*■ 0,
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we get the short exact sequence
0 -*■ T^M(w.A) -*■ V(u.y) -*■ L(w.y) 0.
Hence T^M(w.A) - M(u>.p).
We have three cases.
Case (i) : u>.A * w'.A.
Proposition 2.2.2 gives
Ext^(L(u).X) ,L(w 1 .A)) “ HomG(M(w.A) ,L(w'.A)) .
Suppose its dimension is n > 0. Therefore (see 3.11(b) of [13])
n®there exists a submodule M of M(o.A) such that M(u>.A)/M ® E L(co' .A) . 
Applying T^ to the short exact sequence
n©0 -*■ M -*■ M(u.A) -*■ I L(cj'.A) -*■ 0, 
we obtain n £ dim Ext^ , (L(u.u)/ L(ui'.y)).
Case (ii) : w.A £ co' • A•
Proposition 2.2.2 gives
Exti(L(u.A), L(w'.A)) “ HomG (M( (w'. A) *) , L((u.A)*)).G °
The weight A* c Aq and (ui'.A)* = wJ.A* for some u* £ Wfl.
Thus
tV *M ((w1 . A) *) = m :(uj ' . y) *) ,A*
T^*L((w.A)*) 2 L(( u>. y) *).
So as in case (i) we obtain:
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dim Ext^ (L (w. A) ,L (oj' .A) ) i dim Ext1(L(w.y),L (w' .u)) •
Case (iii) ; w .A,uj'.A are not comparable.
This gives Ext^(L(u.A), L(w'.A)) = 0.
Hence in general we obtain:
dim Ext.1; (L(u). A) ,L (o>' . A) ) i dim Ext1 (L(w.y) , L(u'.y)). b b
Beginning with w.p, w'.y, we get the reverse inequality. 0
2.3.5. Definition.
Let G be an affine algebraic group with {L^/ a e A} a 
full set of simple rational G-modules. For each a e A choose 1^ 
an injective cover for L^. We say that and are adjacent 
if either Hom„(I #1 ) / 0 or Hom„(I , I ) / 0 or both. Theb U2 b ^2
equivalence classes of A of the equivalence relation generated by 
adjacency are called the blocks. The simple module is said to 
belong to a block if a is in this block. 0
2.3.6. Definition.
A finite dimensional rational G-module V is said to 
belong to a block if all its composition factors belong to that 
block. A rational G-module is in a block if all its finite 
dimensional submodules are in that block. □
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Let G be an affine algebraic group. Then we have:
2.3.7. Proposition.
(i) Each indecomposable V e MQ belongs to one block.
(ii) For V e Mg> let Vq be its unique maximal submodule 
which lies in the block 3(a) (a £ 3(a)). Then
V = a V° oeA
Proof.
See (1.6b), (1.6c) of [18],
2.3.8. Corollary.
Two indices a,6 are in the same block iff there exist 
a = a1»...#an = 6 such that either Ext^iL^ /Lq ) ¥ O or
Extl(L ;L ) 0 or both, i = l,...,n-l.
G ai+l ai
Proof.
Suppose a/6 are in the same block. To prove the
necessity of the condition we may assume is a composition 
factor of 1^. By (Rl) in Section 1.1,we can find M a finite 
dimensional submodule of I& such that La is a composition factor
Suppose
0 = Vo - vi - * * * - Vn = M '
of it.
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a composition series for M. The order of in such a series 
is defined to be i such that Lu “ ViA i_1* We choose a composition 
series for M such that this order is minimal and call it n(M,a).
We argue by induction on n(M,a). If n(M,a) = 1, we have: 
and the corollary follows. Suppose n(M,a) > 1, and the 
corollary is true for each , a composition factor of M such 
that its n(M,a') < n(M,a) . Let
Vn (M,a)-l^Vn (M,a)-2
for some a1 e A. By the minimality of n(M,a) we have: either 
Exti(L /L ) ^ 0  or Ext* (L ,L ) / O or both.
The sufficiency of the condition is a direct consequence 
of 2.3.7(i). □
The following proposition plays an important role in the
next two chapters as well as in the two results just next to it»
but first we need a definition.
2.3.9. Definition.
Two weights A/P are said to be linked if there exists
oj e W (the Weyl group) for which w.A = p (mod pX) . □
2.3.10. Proposition.
Let Xj p e X^ Then we have:
Each G-aompocition factor of Exty (L(p), L(A)) is of the 
form L ( U F euoh that p + pS S 2(p-l)P + u)q (A) .
(i)
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F(ii) A necessary condition for L(£) to be a G-composition
factor of Ext1 (L(y),L(X)) is that y + pÇ = w.X for 
U1
some u e W .a
(iii) A necessary condition for Ext1 (L(y),L(X)) to be non­
zero is that y is linked to X.
Proof.
(i) Let St = L ((p—1)p) be the first Steiberg module, and let
A
X = (p-l)p + ü) (X). Thus L (X) is contained exactly once as a
A
U^-submodule of L(X) © St (p. 41 of [24]) i.e. L(X) is the
A *L (X)-isotypic component of soc[T L(X) ® St. Hence L(X) © St
U1
contains L(X) exactly once as a G-submodule (§2.2 of [32]).
Therefore we get the short exact sequence of G-mouules:
A A
0 -*■ L (X) L ( X) ® St L ( X) ® St/L (X) + 0.
It is well known that the restriction Stiy is projective
A
(§5.5 of [24]). Thus L(X) 0 St is projective as a l^-module 
(§8.1 of [24]), and hence it is injective by the symmetry of Uj 
([26]). So we have the exact sequence (of G-modules):
A A
0 Horn.. (L(y) ,L(X) ) Horn (L(y) ,L(X) ©St) -*■ Hon^ (L(y) ,L(X)®St/L(X)
U1 U1 1
-*■ Ext1 (L (y) ,L (X) ) 0.
U1
To complete the proof of Part (i), we need the following
A
lemma together with the fact that any weight of L(X) 0 St is
1 2 (p-1) p + u>0 (X) .
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Let V be a finite dimensional C-module, and let 
y £ X^. Then all G-composition factors of Homy (L(y),V) are 
of the form L(Ç)F such that L(y + pÇ) is a G-composition factor 
of V.
2.3.11. Lemma.
Proof.
We argue by induction on the composition length of
V.
Suppose V is simple i.e. V =» L(X + p£) for some 
X £ X1 and £ £ X+. By Steinberg's tensor product theorem and 
§2.3 of [32] we have .*
G pHomy (L(y),V) =* Homy (L(y),L(X)) 0 HE,) .
Hence Horn. (L(y),V) / 0 iff p = X, and in this case 
1 G
Homy (L (y) , L (y)) =* K.
Now suppose the composition length of V is greater 
than one. Pick L £ a simple submodule of V. The short 
exact sequence of G-modules
O -> L ->■ V -> V/L -*• 0, 
gives the exact sequence (of G-modules)
O - Homy (L(y),L) - Homy^ (L(y),V) - Homy^ (L(y),V/L).
The composition factors of the middle term are composition factors
of the outer two terms. Q
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A(ii) Let M be the block component of L(X) 0 St containing 
L(x), see Proposition 2.3.7(11). Thus
A
L (X) © St = M e M'
for some M' e M„. The simple module L(v) is a G-composition
factor of M implies v = gj.X for some w e W^, see [16] and
the introduction of Chapter 3. Also M is an injective l^-module.
A
Replacing L(X) 0 St by M in the first part we get our result.
(iii) It is a direct consequence of (ii). □
2.3.12. Proposition.
Suppose p Jf f = 1 X/Xr | . Then we have:
ExtJ (L(X)/L(X)) = 0
for every X e Aq.
Proof.
Claim 1. For every £, 5' £ X+ we have:
Ext¿(L(UF,L(S'}F) “ Ext¿(L(U/L(C')).
By Proposition 2.2.3, it is enough to prove 
LxtJ (L(0),L(0)) = 0.
Section 6.10 of [12] states that Ext1 (L(0),L(0)) = 0 unless í>
1
is of type ClU  z 1) and p = 2. This is not our case, thus we 
are done. For the values of f for different types of we 
refer to §13.1 of [22], or to p. 99 of [7].
Proof of 2.3.10 (Cont.)
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Claim 2. Suppose X e Aq and £ e X+ such that 
Ext^(UX + pO#MX)) f 0
then  ^ e Xr -
The two weights X + p£ and X are comparable, hence p£ e xr*
Let £ = £ + Xr e X/Xr> So p£ = 5 implies p is an exponent of £.
By assumption p | f = |X/Xr |, therefore £ = 0 and £ £ xr * This 
proves Claim 2.
Now let X c Aq and 5 £ X+. Hence by Proposition 2.2.3
we have:
Ext^(L(X+PC) #MX) ) “ ExtJ(L(0 ,L(0) )®HomG (L(5)F,ExtJ^ (L(X) ,L(X) ) ) .
Using 2.3.10(i), it is enough to prove
Ext¿(L(X+pO ,L(X) ) f 0 -=>ExtG (L(X+p^) fLU)) “ Ext^tL (O ,L(0)) .
Since  ^ £ X , there exists w £ W such that u>.X = X + p£. 
Applying 2.3.4 (in that proposition we put our X and to above, and 
y = 0, 0)' = 1) we get:
ExtG (L(X+P£)/MX) ) « ExtG (L(pU ,L(0) ) .
Claim 1 completes the proof. U
2.3.13. Proposition.
Suppose p * 3(h-1). Then ExtJ (L(p),L(X)) is completely 
reducible as a G-module for every X, y £ X^
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Proof-
For every C e Aq/ we have;V(C) 3 L(C) (54.1 of [24]).
Thus by 2.2.2 and Claim 1 in the proof of the last proposition 
it is enough to prove: L(Ç) is a composition factor of 
Exty (L (y),L (X)) implies Ç £ Aq.
Suppose MC)^ is a composition factor of ExtJ (L(y),L(A)). 
So y + pÇ i 2(p-1)p + u U ) , this gives
(2(p-i)p +u>0(A) -y - PC/ ûq) 2: O.
Therefore
pU/£) * 2p (P ,a^ ) -2 ( P#ct^ ) + (w0 (A),a*) - (y,c£) •
Hence
(£,a*) < 2(P,a*) -> (C+P/01q ) < 3 (h-1) ip. □
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CHAPTER 3 - THE FUNCTOR Ext1 FOR TYPE A„
U1 1
A finite dimensional G-module V is said to have a Weyl 
filtration if there exists a series of submodules
0 = V c v, c .. . c v = V, o — 1 — - n
such that
W i  • v < h )
for some A^ e X+, and i = l,...,n.
Define
. . +B = <T.v /a e 4> >.
This B is a Borel subgroup of G. For each A e X, let be the 
one dimensional B-module on which T acts by weight A, and the 
unipotent radical of B acts trivially. Let Y(A) denote the 
induced module
Indg(Kx) = Y (A) .
It is well known that for each A e X 
Y (A) * V (A*) *,
and V(A), Y(A) have the same character (and composition factors). 
See p. 55 of [2], §1 of [29], and Proposition 2 on p. 684 of [35].
A finite dimensional G-module V is said to have a good 
filtration if it has a series like above with each quotient 
isomorphic to some induced module Y(A^). By taking the duals, 
we can see that a finite dimensional G-module has a Weyl filtration 
iff its dual has a good filtration (Corollary 2.6 of [36]).
S*
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Beside the above mentioned filtrations we introduce the 
blocks of the universal Chevalley groups as well. For each 
X e X+, we let 3(X) to be the block containing X. Define r (X) 
to be the nonnegative integer such that
X + p r(X)v. r(X)+l p X\p X.
Then we have ([16]):
3 (X) = (W.X+prU)+1 Z4> ) n X + .
For a small p (p = 3 say) and when G = SL(3,K), it is easy to 
identify the block of each weight which is not so far from the 
origin. This can be done by calculating the r(X) above, and 
determining which weights are inside the alcoves (each alcove 
contains only one weight, see Fig. 1), and which are on the 
boundaries.
3.1. Weyl Filtration For Q(X).
In this section we assume that G = SL(3,K).
We know that {L(X)/X t Xj} is a full set of simple 
l^-modules. We want to show for each X e X1 (and each p) there 
exists a rational G-module Q(X) with Weyl filtration such that 
the restriction Q (X)|y is isomorphic to Q (1,X), the principal 
indecomposable U^-module associated to L(X) .
The restricted region X.^ is divided into two alcoves 
and three boundaries. They are the lower alcove Aq, the upper 
alcove, and the boundaries: {(r,s) e X /r + s = p -2} (this 
boundary separates the above two alcoves), {(r,p-l)/0 i r i p-l}, 
and {(p-l,s)/0 i s i p-l}.
^ é Æ
3.1.1. Lemma.
Let X e AQ, or be on one of the above boundaries. Then 
V(X) * L(X).
Proof.
There is no dominant weight y < X, and y is strongly 
linked to X, however see §4.1 of [24]. □
3.1.2. Lemma.
For p = 2 or 3, the tensor product L (X) 0 St has a 
Weyl filtration for every X e X1.
Proof.
Unless p = 3 and X = (1,1), we have V(X) - L(X). Thus, 
apart from this case, our tensor product has a Weyl filtration 
by Theorem 4.2 of [36] (this theorem states that in type , 
the module V(X) 0 V(y) has such filtration for every X, y e X+). 
When p = 3, direct calculations show that
ch.L(1,1) = e (1,1) + e (2,-l) + e(l,-2) + e(-l,-l) +
e (-2,1) + e (-1,2) + e(0,0).
So all the wéights of L(1,1)|B © K (2/2) are dominant* Hence 
IndG (L(1,1) I„ © K , _ „) has a good filtration by Corollary 2.8 of
[36]. aut by Proposition 1.5 of [ll] we have:
InuG (L(l,l) |B © ^ (2#2)J c L(1'X) Y(2'2)l
Thus
(L(1,1) 0 Y (2,2))* “ L (1,1) 0 V(2,2)
has a Weyl filtration. 0
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A
Let p = 2 or 3, and for X e let X = (p-l)p + (X) .
Then there is a rational G-module Q (X) occurring precisely once
A
as a G-summand of L(X) ® St, and such that the restriction
Q (X)j is isomorphic to the G.-module 0(1,X), the principal
U1
indecomposable module associated to L(X) .
Proof.
Theorem 1.2.1(iii)and an easy calculation in some Weyl 
modules give us the coefficients a ^  such that
A
ch. L(X) ch. St = Z a ch.L(t).
TeX+ AT
A
Knowing the composition factors of L(X) Q St allows us to 
decompose it into block components (see the introduction of 
this chapter, and see also Proposition 2 on p. 684 of [35]).
So, if M is the block component of L(X) 0 St which contains L(X), 
we can easily calculate its dimension.
Now M is an injective l^-module containing L (X) exactly 
once as a l^-submodule (and as a G-submodule). Therefore Q(1,X) 
is a UjL_submodule of M. The dimension of Q(1,X) can be calculated 
using 55.2 and §5.4 of [24]. We find that dim Q(1,X) = dim M in 
all cases except when p = 3 and X = (0,0). This proves the 
lemma except in that case, which will be proved in what follows. 
The block decomposition of St » St, when p = 3, is
3.1.3. Lemma.
St 0 St = M & L (5,2) ® L (2,5) ® 3 St.
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Also we have:
HomG (L(l,l),St 0 St) « HomG (L(l,l)0St,St) « HomG(Q(l,l) ©St,St)» K.
This gives that L(l,l) is contained exactly once as a G-submodule 
of St 0 St, hence as a G-submodule of M. Therefore
Q (1,(0,0)) © Q(l,(1,1)) £ M|„ •
U1
From p. 26 of [24] we have:
dim Q (1 ,(0,0)) = 6x2x33, and dim 0 (1 ,(1 ,1 )) = 3x2x33.
It follows tnat
U1
0(1,(0,0)) © Q(l,(1,1)) 3 M.
Let P be the G-indecomposable component of M containing 
L (0,0). So it is enough to prove P does not contain L(l,l).
We have:
St/L(1,0) 0 L (1,2),
where "/" means "divides" i.e. St is a direct summand of 
L (1,0) 0 L (1,2). Hence
St 0 St/L(1,0) 0 L (1,2) 0 St * L(1,0) 0 Q(0,1) © V, 
for some V e MG* Also we have:
Horn (L(0,0),L(l,O)0L(l,2)®St)“HomG(L(O,l),L(1,2)®St)a K,G
HomG (L(0,0),L(1,0) 0 0(0,1)) - K.
Hence
L(0,0) £ V, and P/L(1,0) © Q(0,1).
So it is enough to prove L(l,l) £ L(1,0) 0 Q(0,1).
We have:
Hon^ (L (1,1) , L (1,0) 0 Q(0,1)) “ Homy (L(l,l) 0 LiO/l), Q(0,1)).
So the next lemma (which is true for any type of 4>) together 
with L(l,l) ® L(0,1) “ L (1,2) ® L (2/0) completes the proof. 0
3.1.4. Lemma.
Let A be a finite dimensional U^-module. Then
dim Horn.. (A/Q(l/A)) is ec[ual to the multiplicity oj L(A)
U1
as a U^-composition factor of A (A e X^) .
Proof.
Let
0 -*■ vx -*• v2 -*■ v3 -*■ 0
be a short exact sequence of U^_modules. Thus we get the short 
exact sequence
0 - Horn,, (V, /Q (1 / A)) - Horn (V ,Q(1,A)) - Horn < V Q(1'X)) - 0.j 1 1
We then argue by induction on the l^-composition length of A. □ 
3.1.5. Proposition.
For every A e Xx there exists a rational G-module Q(A) 
such that Q(A)|y - 0(1,A), moreover Q(A) has a Weyl filtration.
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Proof.
When p * 2(h-l) = 4, see §5.6 of [32],
When p = 2 or 3, the module Q(A) is a direct summand of
AL(A) ® St. The latter has such filtration by Lemma 3.1.2. Thus 
Q (A) also has one by §5.2(3) of [32]. □
3.1.6. Corollary.
The socle
Soc„ V(2 (p-l)pu) (A)) - L(A) 
for every A e X^.
Proof.
We claim that Q (A) has 2 (p-1 )p +u)Q (A) as its unique 
highest weight. By Lemma 3.2 of [15]/ the weight A-2(p—1)p is 
the unique minimal weight of Q(A)> also p is a weight of Q(A) 
implies oj0 (M ) is a weight of it. Hence 2 (p-l)p +o)Q (A ) is the 
unique highest weight of Q ( A) .
The next argument is due to J. Jantzen ([32]). Let 
0 f v e Q(A) be of weight 2 (p-1) p+wQ (A). Hence from §5.2(2) 
of [32] we have:
KGv = V(2 (p-l)p+u>0 (A) ) •
Therefore
0 f SocgKGv a So c gV(2 (p-l)p-Hi>0 (A)) £ SocGQ(A) “ L(A). □
3.2. Some Wevl Modules of Small Weights.
One step on the way to get Ext1 (L (M ) ,L (A)) when G = SL(3,K)
is to determine Ext1 between simple l^-modules. To determine 
U1
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this Ext.1. , we need some Ext^iLU), L(X)) when X e X. , and tVj 1
rather small. This will be done in this section.
G
When we put <---> between two G-modules, we mean that
they have the same composition factors.
Throughout this section we assume that G = SL(3,K).
3.2.1. Lemma.
Suppose the notation of Figure 3. For p * 3 ue have :
(i) SocGV(y) 3 L(X), y £ »t '/Aj}*
G , , ,(ii) v(y)<---> L(y) © l (X), y e U  1*
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G
(iii) V(XA)<---> L( X1 ) ® M l )  © L(t ') © L (A) •
Proof.
(i) The socle socG VU^) = L(A) by Corollary 3.1.6. The Weyl 
module V(X^) contains a copy of both V(t ) and V(t '), see p. 177 . 
of [32]. Finally V(A) is simple.
(ii) It is a direct consequence of dimensional calculations
(iii) This part follows from (i), (ii) above and dimensional 
calculations. □
When p = 3, the only change in the above lemma is that 
[VU^) : L (A) ] = 2. This is the only case for which V(l,l) is 
no longer simple. The dimension of L(l,l) is seven (not eight 
as for all other cases i.e. p / 3). This smaller dimension 
affects the multiplicity of the composition factor above.
3.2.2. Lemma.
Suppose the notation of Fig. 3. For p f 3 we have:
(i) Ext* (L(y)/L(A) ) = 0, y £ Í A, AA>.
(ii) Ext^(L (y)/L(A)) = K, y £ ÍT,t '}.
Proof.
(i) it is obvious from Proposition 2.2.2 that Ext^iLiA)/L(A) = 0, 
however see §4.1 of [25].
If Ext1(L(A )/L(A)) f 0, the simple module L(A) will appear as a G 1
"next to the top"composition factor of V(A^) leaving a different 
one in the bottom/ this is a contradiction to Lemma 3.2.l(i).
(ii) It is a direct application of Proposition 2.2.2 and the 
last lemma. □
3.2.3. Lemma.
Suppose the notation of Fig. 3. For p = 3 we have:
(i) ExtJ(L(X) fit (X)) = 0
(ii) Ext*(L(u),L(X)) “ K, y £ {t ,t ',X1}.
Proof.
We prove the case when y = X^ = (2p-s-2,2p-r-2).
The upper alcove contains only one weight (1,1), and (0,0) is 
its image in the lower one. Hence we have:
ExtJ(L(l,l),L(0,0)) « K.
Also we have (see Proposition 2.2.3):
Ext., (L(2p-s-2,2p-r-2) ,L(r,s) ) »O
a ExtJ(L(p-s-2,p-r-2) ® L (1,1)1,L(r,s)) ■
a Exti(L(l,l),L(0,0)) © (Ext1 (L(2p-s-2,2p-r-2),L(r,s)))G.
G ui
It follows that
1 £ dim Ext^(L(X^),L(X)) i 2.
This dimension cannot be two, otherwise L(X) will appear twice 
just next to the top composition factor of V U ^  leaving a 
different one in the bottom, this is a contradiction to
Lemma 3.2.1(i). U
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r'= (S.,2 p/s-2)
'X*iP->>2p.f-2)
/ W . M J
/ \ \  /
/ V ^ - c
1=(P-'.S)\
rs(2p.f.2,r?
:p.s-2,p-0
Figure 4,
3.2.4. Lemma.
Suppone the notation of Fig. 4. Vie have:
(i) socG V(y) “ L(A)r M £ {A/i /A } •
(ii) soc„ V ( y) = L(A')/ y £O { A'fi1/A^}•
(iii) V(y ) * L(y) , U £ (A,A'}.
(iv) V(t) <— —^>L(t) ® L(A).
(V) V(t 1 ) <— —^>L(t ' ) ® MA') •
(Vi) V(X1)<— >L(A1) 9 L(x) © L(A) .
(vii) V(A^ )<—  >L(A[) ® L(t') © L ( A1 ) •
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Proof.
Imitate the proof of Lemma 3.2.1. □
3.2.5. Lemma.
Suppose the notation of Fig. 4. We have:
(i) ExtJlL(n),L(\)) = 0/ y £
(ii) Ext*(L(y),L(X')) =0 ,  y e  {X',X^}-
(iii) Extg(L(t)/L(X)) “ K.
(iv) Extg(L(x')»L(X1)) - K. □
3.2.6. Lemma.
Suppose yj X are dominant weights satisfying the 
following conditions:
(i) U < X ,
(ii) y / X are in the closure of two adjacent alcoves,
(iii) y , X are mirror images in the hyperplane between these
two alcoves. Then Hom^(V(y),V(X)) f 0.
Proof.
This is a special case of the theorem of [10], however
see the figure on page 238 of [9] . □
Now our next step is to investigate the weights inside 
the two alcoves. For p = 2, these two alcoves (and all the 
other ones) are empty in the sense that they don't contain any 
integral weight.
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3.2.7. Lemma.
Suppose the notation of Fig. 6. We have:
(i) V U 1) = L(XX) .
(ii) V(A)<— >L(A) 9 .
(iii) V (v) >L ( v) e L (X) / V e
Proof#
(i) , (ii) See §4.3 of [24].
(iii) By Lemma 3.2.6 we have:
HomG (V(A),V(v)) f 0
for every v e Thus L(A) is a composition factor of
V(v). Counting the dimensions completes the proof. □
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3.2.8. Lemma.
Suppose the notation of Fig. 5. For p f1 3 we have:
(i) socG V(X) a L ( x x ) .
(ii) socG V (v) a L (X) , V £ iu #y' ft #t ',X2).
(iii) V(v)<— >L (v) © L(y) © L (y ' ) © L(Xx) © L(X) / v £ {t/T ' } .
(iv) v ( x 2 ) < — >L (X2) © L(t) © L (x ') © L (y) © L(y') © L(XX) © L(X)
Proof.
(i) This part follows directly from Lemma 3.2.7(11).
(ii) The socle socG V(X2) * L(X) by Corollary 3.1.6. The Weyl 
module V U 2) contains a copy of both V(t ) and V(x')/ see p. 177 
of [32]. Hence socG V(X2) “ socG V(t) = socG V(t ') = L(X) .
It follows from Lemma 3.2.7(iii) that socG V (p) - socG V(y') = L(X)
(iii) We prove the case when v = t (the case v = t * can be done 
similarly). From the figure on p. 238 of [9] we have:
HomG (V(y), V (t)) i- 0, and HomG(V(y ') ,V(t) ) i 0.
So both L(y) and L(y') are composition factors of V(t ). The 
weight (s,2p-r-s-3) is in the upper alcove and (2p-s-2,p-r-2) 
is its image in the hyperplane L^ Hence Lemma 3.2.7(iii),
and Proposition 2.2.2 give us
Ext^(L(x) / L U ^  ) = ExtG(L(s,2p-r-s-3) 0 L(0,1) F,L (p-s-2 ,p-r-2),) “ 
a Ext^ (L(s,2p-r-s-3) / L(2p-s-2,p-r-2)) = K.O
From tlie above we get, all L(t), L(y), L(y')/ LiA^), L(A) are 
composition factors of V(t). The dimensions of these modules 
force the multiplicities to be one.
(iv) This part follows from (ii), (iii) above and dimensional 
calculations. []
As in Lemma 3.2.1, when p = 3, the only change in 
Lemma 3.2.8 is that [V(A2) : L(AX)] = 2. This does not affect 
the following Lemma.
3.2.9. Lemma.
Suppose the notation of Fig. 5. We have:
(i) Ext¿(L(v),L(A)) = 0, V £{A,t,t ' ,A2J.
(ii) Ext¿(L(v) ,L(A)) - K, v e 
Proof.
(i) When v e {A,t ,t ' ,A2), and v / A, the simple module L (A)
is the unique bottom composition factor of Vtv^with other
composition factors between it and the top one L(v). Hence
♦[V(v):L (A)] = 1 forces L (A) to never appear as a next to the 
top*composition factor. Thus Extg(L(v),L(A)) = 0. When v = A, 
the extension Ext*(L(A),L(A)) is zero from §4.1 of [25].
(ii) It is a direct application of Proposition 2.2.2, and Lemma
3.2.7. □
We come now to our final case i.e. A e AQ. The weights 
in which we are interested (y + pt£ Wfl.A, M + s 2(p-l)p + u>o (A)) 
are shown in the following figure.
3.2.10. Lemma.
Supyoutí the notation of Fig. 6. For p /  3 we have: 
(i) socG V(v)- L(A) , v e  •
(ii) tV(v) :L(A) ] - 1» V e tT1,x|/A3}.
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Proof.
(i) See the proof of Lemma 3.2.8(H).
(ii) The weight X, = w.X for some u £ W . Let p be a dominantj a
weight on the boundary between the upper and the lower alcoves . 
(y e A )  . Then w.y is on the hyperplane L , (to is our one
O CL 0 uo
above such that X^ = w.X). Thus by Lemma 3.2.1(iii) and Theorem
2.3.3 we have:
[V(X3) : L(X)] = [V(w.y) : L(y)] = 1,
note that all the conditions of Theorem 2.3. 3 are satisfied. 
Similarly we can prove:
[VUj) : L(X)) ] = [V(T|) : L(X) ] = 1. □
By a similar way we prove.
3.2.11. Lemma.
Suppose the notation of Fig. 6. For p = 3 we have:
(i) soCq V(v) - L(X), v e Í\,t[/X3}.
(ii) [V(v) : L(X)] - 1# v -
(iii) [V(X3) : L(X)] = 2. Ü
3.2.12. Lemma.
Suppose the notation of Fig. 6. For p / 3 ue have:
(i) Ext^(L(v)/L(X)) = 0, v £ {X,y/y 1 /t^/1^,X3fX3)•
(ii) Extg(L(v)/L(X)) « K, v £ iXj/T,T1}.
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Proof.
(i) When v e { X , y , p ' , T , t | , X ^ , X2 > / and v ?  X2 , the extension
Ext^(L(v),L(X) = 0 may be proved using exactly the same argument 
of Lemma 3.2.9(i).
Now we prove the case v = X2*
Suppose Ext*(L(X2),L(X)) t 0. Then there exists a 
submodule M c M (X2) c V(X2) such that M(X2)/M = L(X), moreover
M<—— >L (T) © L(t ') © L(y) © L(u') © M X ^  .
Let
0 f <? £ HomG(V(X2)/ V(X3)) ,
thus
ker 4> = M,
this is because socG V(X3) = L(X).
Suppose V(X,) = KGw (resp. V (X2) = KGv) for some
X “ 2o f  W  £ V(XJ 3 (resp. 0 ? v e V(X2) ). Applying Section 1.3
we obtain:
i ( X - c t , i  X- a  / P - r - s - 2 - i  - 8 /
X 0 .)w/0 s i s  p-r-s-2},
a basis of V(X.j)
{(X , X , . X a .)w/0 s i s  p-r-s-2},U  -ct,r+l+i -a0/P-r-s-2-i
a basis of V (X-j) . 
a basis of V (X_)1.
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Now for our $ above we have:
*(V) ‘ T  2 X-a0,p-r-s-2-i * °'
for some e K not all zeros. Let 0 f v' £ M be a vector 
of weight x. So 4> (v 1) =0, and
v ' k (X-a,r+l )v
for some 0 ^ k e K. Therefore (we consider (i as a Uj,-homo­
morphism)
A (\T I 1
l
i=0
r+l+i
( i )kki(X_a^r+1+i x~a^/p-r-s-2-i X-3,i)w 0 .
This implies all the kVs must be zeros; which is a contradiction. 
Note that we have used
X X . = (aab)X . f 0 -ex, a -a,b -a,a+o
for every nonneyative integers a,b such that a+b < p(j2 of [25]) .
(ii) When v = X^, see Lemma 3.2.7(H). When v - t or x', the 
extension Ext1(L(v),L(X)) » K may be shown by arguing as in the(j
proof of Lemma 3.2.8(iii). □
To make our exposure complete, we have to borrow a
result from the next section. This result is: when p = 3, the
extension Ext.1. (L (1,1) ,L (0,0)) is isomorphic to 
U1
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L(0,0) ® L(0,1)1 ® (1,0)F. It will be used to prove
Ext1(L(4,4), L (0,0)) = 0 in the next lemma. In Proposition
3.3.2 we shall need to know some Ext^(L(y+ pt,) , L(A)) to
obtain Ext1 (L(y),L(A)) (u,X £ X.), but actually the case 
U1
V + pt, = (4,4) and A = (0,0) (when p = 3) is not required to
obtain Ext1 (L(1,1),L(0,0)).
U1
3.2.13. Lemma.
Suppose the notation of Fig. 6. For p = 3 we have:
(i) Extç, (L (v) ,L (X) ) = 0, v £ ( X,y ,u 1 A2)*
(ii) Extg(L(v) ,L(A)) = K, v £ U 1,A2,t ,t ’}.
Proof.
(i) When v £ {A,u ,m '}, see Lemma 3.2.12(i). When v = = (0,6)
(or v = = (6,0)), we use Proposition 2.2.3:
Ext1(L(0,6),L(0,0)) =
a E x t1(L(0 ,2) , L (0,0) ) ® Horn (L(0,2)1» E x t1 ( L (0 ,0) , L (0,0))) = 0 G «
When v = A3 = (4,4), using Proposition 2.2.3 we have:
Ext1(L(4,4) ,L(0,0) ) = (Ext1 (L ( 1,1) ,L (0,0) ) 0L(1,1)F)G *G ui
= Hom„(L(l,l)F,L(0,0) ® L(1,0)F ® L(0,1)F) = 0.
(ii) When v £tA1,T,T,}f see Lemma 3.2.12(ii). When v = A2 = (3,3),
we have:
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Ext^ , (L ( 3,3) ,L (0 ,0) ) =
= Ext^(L(l,l) ,L(0,0)) © hon.G (L(l,l)F,ExtJ (L(0,0) ,L(0,0)))= K. □
Putting all the above together, we get our final result in 
this section.
3.2.14. Proposition.
X £ X1 p+pC e(W .X)nX+, a
p+p4 <.2 (p-1) p+o)QX
Ext*(L(y+pC),L (X)) s
X = (r,s) £ Aq (r,s) 0
(p-s-2,p-r-2) K
(s,p-r-s-3) + p(l,0) 0
(p-r-s-3,r) + p(0,l) 0
(r+s+1,p-s-2) + p (1,0) K
(p-r-2,r+s+1) + p (0,1) K
(r,s) + p(l,1) 0 (K when p = 3)
(p-s-2,p-r-2) + p(l,l) 0
(p-r-s-3,r) + p (2,0) 0
(s,p-r-s-3) + p (0,2) 0
X = (r,s) in the 
upper alcove (r,s) 0
(p-s-2,p-r-2) K
(p-r-2,-p+r+s+l) +p (1,0) K
(-p+r+s+1,p-s-2) + p(0,l) K
(p-s-2,p-r-2) + p(l,l) 0
(2p-r-s-3,r) + p(l,0) 0
(s,2p-r-s-3) + p(0,l) 0
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(r,s) e X+, r+s = p-2 (r,s) 0
(p-1/r) + p(l,0) K
(sip—1) + p(0,l) K
(p-s-2,p-r-2) + p(l,l) 0 (K when p = 3)
(r,p-l), CKr<p-l (r,p-l) ° ' Í
(p-r-2,r) + p(l,0) K
(p-1fP-r-2) + p(0,l) 0
(p-1,s), Oss<p-l (p-l#s) 0
(p-s-2,p-1) + p(l,0) 0
(s,p-s-2) + p(0,1) K
(p-l,p-l) (p-1,p-1) 0
3.3. Ext  ^ (-,-) Between Simple U^-modules of Type A., .
Let V be a finite dimensional G-module. For a non­
negative integer n, let nL(A) = L(A) © ... © L(A) n-times
(A e X+) . The l^-socle of V 
U
soc.. V a E n, (V)L(A)
U1 AcXx A
is a G-submodule of V. Moreover, the L (A)-isotypic component
of soc V ("n, (V)'L(A) ") is also a G-submodule of V. The 
U1 A 
homomorphism
L(A) 0 Hon^ (L(A) ,V) ---> V
defined by v 0 f >---> f(v) for every v e L(A) and f e Homy (L(A),V)
is a G-module isomorphism between L(A) 0 Hom^ (L(A),V) and
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(V)*L(A) M . Lemma 2.3.11 shows that any G-composition factor 
of "n^(V)»L(X)M is of the form L(A+p£) for some 5 e X+. For 
more information see §2.2 and §2.3 of [32].
Throughout the rest of this section we assume that 
G = SL(3,K).
3.3.1. Lemma.
, F . . .When p = 3, the simple module L(l,l) is not a composition
factor of Ext1. (L (0,0) ,L (1,1)) .
U1
Proof .
For X e X^, the short exact sequence of G-modules
0 - L (X) Q (X) - Q(A)/L(A) - 0 
gives the exact sequence of G-modules (y e X^)
0 -*• Horn.. (L (y) ,L(X)} -*■ Horn (L(y),Q(A)) Hony. (L(y) ,Q (X)/L (X))
1 U1 1
-*■ Ext1 (L (y) ,L (A)) -*• 0.
U1
F 1Thus L(£) is a composition factor of Ext^ (L(y),L(X)) implies
My+p5) is a G-composition factor of the L(y)-isotypic component
of socu Q(A)/L(A) i.e. n (Q(A)/L(X))*L(y) . Let U(y,X) be the
G-submodule of Q (X) such that
ny (Q(X)/L(X))-L(y) = U(y,X)/L(X).
F 1Now suppose L (1,1) is a composition factor of Ext (L(0,0),L(1,1)).
1
So L(3,3) is a composition factor of U((0,0),(1,1))/L(1,1). Hence 
there exists a non-zero vector v e U((0,0),(1,1)) c Q (1,1) of 
weight (3,3). The weight (3,3) is the unique maximal weight of
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Q (1,1). Thus by Proposition 3.1.5 and (2) of §5.2 of [32] 
we obtain:
V(3,3) - KGv c U ((0,0), (1,1)) c Q (1/1).
Hence
V(3,3)/L(l,l) £ n {Qf0) (Q(1 /1) /L(1,1) )*L (0,0) .
Finally L(l,4) is a composition factor of V(3,3) implies
L (1 /1) 0 L(0,1)F is a composition factor of n(Q (Q(l, 1)/L(l,l)) ^ (0,0)^
this is a contradiction (all the composition factors of
n,0 , (Q(l,l) /L(l,l) )*L(0,0) must be of the formL(£)F). □vvJ | U;
Recall two weights y and X are linked if there exists 
w e W such that w.X = y (mod pX) . In this "linkage" 
relation forms equivalence classes. The class containing X is
a^ = iy t X^y is linked to X}.
When X,y e X., the extension Ext1 (L(y),L(X)) is not zeroi ui
implies y £ a^. The following table shows a^ for different 
positions of X e X^ .
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X ax
(r,s) e AQ { (r,s),(p-s-2,p-r-2),(s,p-r-s-3),(p-r-s-3,r) , 
(r+s+1,p-s-2) , (p-r-2,r+s+1)}
(r,s) in the {(r,s),(p-s-2,p-r-2),(p-r-2,-p+r+s+l),
upper alcove (-p+r+s+1,p-s-2),(2p-r-s-3,r),(s,2p-r-s-3)}
(r,s)eX+,r+s=p-2 {(r,s),(p-1,r) , (s,p-l) }
(r,p-l),Osr<p-l {(r,p-l),(p-r-2,r),(p-1,p-r-2)}
(p-l,s),0<s<p-l {(p-1,s),(p-s-2,p-1), (s,p-s-2)}
(p-1,p-l) {(p-1,p-1)}
Remark.
When p = 2, the first two a^'s of the above table don't 
contain any weight. When p = 3, the six weights of each of 
the first two a^'s collapse into two weights only.
The following figure relates the weights of a^ to the 
weights mentioned in the last section.
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Figure 7.
We conclude this chapter with the next proposition and 
its two corollaries. These two corollaries lift the restrictions 
in Proposition 2.3.12, and Proposition 2.3.13 respectively when 
G = SL(3,K).
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3.3.2. Proposition.
For every X e X^, and y e a^. The extension 
ExtJ (L(y),L(X)) is given by the following table.
X e Xx ax £ e X+ such that 
y+p5 * 2(p-l)p-Hoo 
M+PC e Wa.X
(X), 1 G ExtJ (L(y) ,L(X)) «
(r,s)eAQ (r,s) (0,0), (1,1) (*) 0
(p-s-2,p-r-2) (0,0), (1,1) (*) K (K©L (1,0) F®L (0,1) F,p=3)
(s,p-r-s-3) (1,0), (0,2) (*) 0
(p-r-s-3,r) (0,1), (2,0) (*) 0
(r+s+l,p-s-2) (1,0) (*) L (1,0)F (KffiL (1,0)F® L(0,1)F, 
P=3)
(p-rw2,r+s+l) (0,1)
(*) P ? 3
(*) L(0,1) F(K®L(1,0) FffiL(0,l)F, 
P=3)
(r,s) in (r,s) (0,0) ((0,0) , (1,0), (0,1) ,p=3) 0
the upper (p-s-2,p-r-2) (0,0), (1,1) (*) K (K®L (1,0) FffiL (0,1) F,pp=3)
alcove (p-i>2 ,-p+r-fs+l) (1,0) (*) L(1,0)F (MLfhOl^LtO,!)1,' 
P=3) [
(-pfr+s+1,p-s-2) (0,1) (*) L (0,1)F (KffiL (1,0) FffiL (0,1)F, p=3)
(2p-r-s-3,r) (1,0) (*)
w0
(s,2p-r-s-3) (0,1) 
(*) P ¥ 3
(*) 0
(r,s)eX+,
rts=p-2
(r,s)
(p-l,r)
(s,p-l)
(0,0), (1,1) 
(1,0)
(0,1)
0
L(1,0)F
L(0,1)F
(r,p-l),
CKr<p-l
(r,p-l)
(p-r-2,r)
(p-l/P-r-2)
(0,0)
(1,0)
(0,1)
0
L(1,0)F
0
(p-l/S), (p-l/S) (0,0) 0
0£s<p-l (p-s-2,p-l) (1,0) 0
(s,p-s-2) (0,1) L(0,1)F
(P-I/P-D (p-l,p-l) (0,0) 0
Proof.
Suppose first that p is not equal to three. For any two 
weights in the third column (£,£' say) we have:
Ext^(L(5)F,L(C')F) « ExtJ(LU),LU')) = 0.
FThese L(£) 's are the only possibilities for the composition
factors of Ext1 (L(p),L(X)). Hence it is completely reducible 
U1
as a G-module. Therefore
dim Honu (L (£)F,Ext1 (L(y),L(A))) = [Ext1 (L(y),L(A)) sLU)F]•
Case by case we determine the multiplicities of these composition 
factors using Proposition 3.2.14 and Proposition 2.2.3.
Now suppose that p is equal to three. The cases that 
need attention are:
Ext1 (L(0,0),L(1,1)) “ Ext1 (L(l,l),L(0,0)),
U1 U1
Ext1 (L(0,1) ,L (0,1) ) , and Ext1 (L(1,0) ,L(1,0)).
U1 U1
The last two cases are similar.
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FBy Lemma 3.3.1, the simple module L(l,l) is not a
composition factor of Ext.1. (L (0,0) ,L (1,1) ) . Hence L(0,0),
U1F  F  xL (1,0) , and L(0,1) are the only possible composition factors
of Ext1 (L(0,0),L (1,1)). Thus it is completely reducible.
U1
Proposition 3.2.14 determines the multiplicities of these 
composition factors.
The possible composition factors of Ext1 (L(0,1),L(0,1))
F  1are L(0,0) and L(l,l) . The zero extension ExtQ(L(0,1),L(0,1)) = 0
shows that L(0,0) cannot be in the G-socle of Ext1 (L(0,1),L(0,1)).U1
1 FAlso Ext„(L(3,4), L (0,1)) “ K guarantees that L(l,l) cannot be
G
in its G-socle either. □
3.3.3. Corollary.
For every X £ X^, we have:
Ext1 (L(X),L (X) ) =0. □
U1
3.3.4. Corollary.
The G-module Ext1 (L(p),L(X)) is completely reducible 
U1
for every p ,X e X,. □
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CHAPTER 4 - THE EXTENSION Ext*(L(y),L(A)) FOR TYPE A2
Throughout this chapter we assume that G = SL(3,K).
We want to know the dimension of Ext*(L(y),L(A)) forb4* +every y, A c X . Also, given A e X , we want to know for which 
dominant weights y the above dimension is nonzero?
4.1. The Socles of L(1,0) 8 L(A),L(0,1) » L(A).
4.1.1. Proposition.
Suppose A,ye X+, A = \Q + pA1, y = yQ + py1, where 
Aq /Pq e xi an<^  • V1' e x+* Moreover suppose XQ f yQ. Then 
we have:
(i) A necessary condition for Ext*(L(y),L(A)) to be nonzero
is that y e a^  .
° Ao
(ii) Ext*(L(y),L(A)) is zero outside the following table.b
*o ^o Ext*(L(y),L(A)) «
(r,s) e Aq (p-s-2,p-r-2) 
(r+s+1,p-s-2) 
(p-r-2,r+s+1)
HomG(L(y') ,L(A')) (*) 
HomG(L(y'),L(1,0)®L(A'))(*) 
HomG(L(y') ,L(0,1)®L(A')) (*)
(r,s) in the 
upper alcove
(p-s-2,p-r-2) 
(p-r-2,-p+r+s+. 
(-p+r+s+1, p-s-2)
HomG(L(y'),L(A')) (*) 
L )  HomG(L(y') , L (1,0) ®L (A')) (*) 
Homfi(L(y1),L(0,1)®L(A'))(*)
(r,s) e X+, 
r+s=p-2
(p-l/t)
(s,p-l)
HomG (L(y’),L (1,0)®L(A')) . 
HomG(L(y'),L (0,1)®L(A'))
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(r,p-l) »
0 s r < p-1 (p-r-2,r) HomG (L(u'),L(1,0) ® L (A'))
(p-l,s) J 
O s s < p-1 (s,p-s-2) HomG (L(y'),L(0,1) ® L (A 1))
(*) HomG(L(y') ,LU') © L(1,0) ® L(A') © L(0,1) ® L ( A ' ) ) when p =
Proof.
From Proposition 2.2.3, and the trivial action of on
So the rest of this section is devoted for it.
For each p we have: V(1,0) = L(1,0) and 7(0,1)» L(0,1).
Thus
ch.L(l,0) = e (1,0) + e (0,-1) + e(-l,l), 
ch.L(0,1) = e (0,1) + e (-1,0) + e (1,-1).
By Theorem 1.2.1(iii), for every A = (r,s) e Xx we have:
x (l,0)x(r,s) = x(r+l,s) + x(r,s-l) + xU-l,s+l), 
X(0,l)x(r,s) = x(r,s+l) + x(r-l,s) + x(r+l,s-l).
L(U')F, L(A')i we have:
ExtG (L(y),L(A)) » HomG (L(y')F,Ext¿ (L(yQ) ,L(AQ)) ®L(A')F).
Hence we use Proposition 3.3.2 and
for every A, B e to prove our proposition. □
The last proposition makes the socle of L(1,0) ® L(A) 
and that of L(0,1) ® L(A), A e X+, of particular interest to us.
So the character of L(1,0) 8 L(r,s) (resp. L(0,1) « L(r,s)) 
depends on the relative positions of the weights in Fig. 8 
(resp. Fig. 9) with respect to the two alcoves and the three 
boundaries. Moreover, each x ln the above two equations is 
either zero or equal to the character of the corresponding 
Weyl module.
Figure 8. Figure 9.
The different cases for X e Xx we have to consider 
separately when calculating the socle of L(1,0) 8 L(A) (resp. 
L(0,1) 0 L.(X) ) are illustrated in Fig. 10 (resp. Fig. 11).
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4.1.2. Proposition.
Let A e X.. Then soc„ L(1,0) 0 L(A) = socr7 L(1,0) 0 MA) ,1 Vj U ^
and it is given by the following table.
A = (r,s) £ X soc. L (1,0) 0 L (A)(j
(0 ,0)
(0,s),1 :£ s á p-3
(0,p-2)
(r,s),r+s=p-2,lsrsp-3 
(r,0), 1 s r i p-2 
(r,s) deep inside Aq 
(0,p-l)
(r,p-l), 1 £ r s p-2 
(p-l,p-l)
(l/P-2)
(r,p-2),2 á r s p-3
(p-2,p-2)
(p-l,p-2)
(r,s),r+s=p-l,2¿r¿p-3 
(P-2,1)
(p-1,0)
(p—1,s),1 £ s s p-3
(p-2,s),2 á s i p-3
(r,s) deep in the 
upper alcove
L ( 1 , 0 )
L (1,s) © L(0,s-1)
L ( 0 , p - 3 ) I
L ( r , s - 1 )  © L ( r - l , s + l )
L(r+1,0) © L (r-1,1)
L ( r + 1 , s )  © L ( r , s - 1 )  © M r - 1 , s + 1 ) '
L ( 1 , p - l ) © L ( 0 , p - 2 )
L ( r + l , p - l )  © L ( r , p - 2 )
L ( p - 1 , p - 2 )
L(2,p-2) © MO,p-1)
L(r+l,p-2) © L(r,p-3) © Mr-1,p-D 
L(p-1,p-2) © L(p-2,p-3)©L(p-3,p-0 
L(p-2 ,p-l) © L(p-1,p-3)
L(r+l,s) © Mr-1,s+1)
L ( p - 1 , 1 )  © L ( p - 3 , 2)
L ( p - 2 ,1)
L ( p - 2 , s + l )  © L ( p - l , s - l )
L(p-l,s) © L (p-2 , s-1) © L(p-3,s+17 
L(r+1 ,s) © L (r,s-1) © L(r-l,s+l)!
J
(*) The socle is the whole module. 
(3) Valid when p = 3.
(2) Valid when p = 2.
Proof•
We shall prove the case when \ = (p-l,p-2). All the 
other cases are either similar or easier.
Direct calculations show that:
ch.L(1,0)ch.L(p-l,p-2)=ch.L(p,p-2)+2ch.L(p-2,p-l)+ch.L(p-1,p-3),(1) 
ch.L(0,1)ch.L(p,p-2) = ch.L(p,p-l) + ch.L(p+l,p-3), (2)
ch.L (0,1) ch.L(p-2 ,p-l)=ch.L(p-3,p-l)+2ch.L(p-1/p-2)+ch.L(p-2,p).(3)
So by (2) we have:
HomG (L(p,p-2) ,L(l,O)0L(p-l,p-2)) =» HomG (L(0,1)®L(p,p-2) ,L (p-1 ,p-2)) = 0. 
Thus
L(p,p-2) £ L (1,0) 0 L(p-1»p-2).
The simple module
L(p-1/p-3) ^ socG L(1,0) 0 L(p-l,p-2), 
this is because
ExtG (L(T),L(p-l,p-3)) = ExtG (L(p-l,p-3),L(t )) = 0
for every T e X+ such that L(t) is a composition factor of 
L (1,0) 0 L(p-1#p-2) (see Proposition 2.2.2).
Hence
[soc,,L(1,0) 0 L(p-1/P“2) : L(p-2,p-l))] = 1 or 2.G
To complete the proof/ we have to show that the above multiplicity 
is one.
Suppose that multiplicity is two. By that assumption we
obtain:
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dim Hom_(L(p-2,p-l),L(1,0) 0 L(p-l,p-2)) =g
= dim Hom_(L(0,1) © L(p-2,p-l),L(p-l,p-2)) = 2.G
Thus we can find V £ L(0,1) 6 L(p-2,p-l) such that
L (0,1) 0 L(p-2,p-l)/V = 2L(p-l,p-2).
Equation (3) gives 
G
V *---> L(p-3,p-1) © L(p-2,p) ,
and
Ext^ , (L (p-3 ,p-1),L(p-2,p)) = Ext^(L(p-2,p),L(p-3,p-l)) = 0  
gives
V = L(p-3,p-1) © L(p-2,p).
Hence
Horn.(L(p-2,p), L(0,1) 0 L(p-2,p-1) =G
= Horn (L(1,0) © L(p-2,p) ,L(p-2 fp-1)) ¿ 0.G
The last nonzero homomorphism is a contradiction to 
c h . L ( l ,0)ch.L(p-2,p) = ch.L(p-l,p) + ch.L(p-3,p+l).
From all above we conclude that
soc L (1,0) 0 L(p-l,p-2) = L(p-2,p-1) © L(p-l,p-3).G
Now we prove the G and the socles are equal.
Let V e M_ and suppose G
«isoc V * E n (V)L(t).
U1 M€X1 y
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From the introduction of Section 3.3 we know that the 
L(M)-isotypic component of soc^ V ("n^(V) • L(y)") is a
G-submodule of V.
This adds a necessary condition on "n^ (V) ’ L ( y )  " to be
nonzero. This condition is that L(y+p£) is a composition
factor of V for some £ e X+. Suppose for each y e Xx there
is at most one £ e X+ such that [V:L(y+p£) ] j- 0. Then the
L(y)-isotypic component of soc V is completely reducible as
U1
a G-module (§4.1 of [25]). Therefore soc V is completely
U1
reducible as a G-module and is equal to socQV. This is our 
case. This completes the proof of the proposition when
\  = ( p - 1 , p - 2 ) .
We should mention that, when X = (p-1,p-1), we use 
Lemma 3.1.3. □
Similarly we get.
4.1.3. Proposition.
Let X e X, . Then soc L(0,1) 0 L(X) = socT, L(G,1) 0 L(X),1 Vj
and it is given by the foltouing table.
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X = (r,s) e Xx soc L (0,1) 0 L (X)G
(*),(2),(3) (0,0) L(0,1)
(*),(3) (0,s), 1 s s $ p-2 L(0,s+1) © L(1 ,s-l)
(*) (r,0), 1 s r s p-3 L(r,1) © L(r-1,0)
(3) (P-2,0) L(p-3,0)
(r,s),r+s=p-2,l<rSp-3 L(r-l,s) © L(r+l,s-l)
(*) (r,s) deep inside Aq L(r,s + 1) © L(r-l,s) © L(r+l,s-l);
(2),(3) (0,p-l) L (1,p-2)
(r,p-1),1 £ r s p-3 L(r-1 ,p-l) © L(r+l,p-2)
(3) (p-2,p-l) L(p-3,p-l) © L(p-1,p-2)
(2),(3) (p-1,p-l) L(p-2,p-1)
(*) (1,p-2) L (1,p-l) © L (2,p-3)
(*) (r,p-2),2 < r s p-3 L(r,p-l) © L(r-1,p-2) © L(r+1,p-
(*) (p-2,p-2)
|
L(p-2,p-1)®L(p-3,p-2)©L(p-1,p-3)
(*) (r,s),r+s=p-l ,2<r<p-3 L(r,s+l) © L(r+1,s-1)
(*) ,(3) (P-2,1) L(p-2,2) © L(p-1,0)
(*) , (2) , (3) (p-1/0) L(p-1,1) © L(p-2,0)
(3) (p-l,s),1 £ s s p-2 L(p-l,s + l) © L(p-2 ,s) 1
(*) (p-2,s) ,2 s s p-3 L(p-2,s+l) © L(p-3,s) © L(p-l,s-l
(*) (r,s) deep inside the upper alcove
|
L(r,s+1) © L(r-1,s) © L(r+l,s-l)
□
4.1.4. Corollary.
Suppose A e X , A = Aq + pX1, where Aq e and
X' e X+. Then we have:
soc„ L( 1,0) 0 L (X) = (soc _ L (1,0) 0 L(XJ) 0 L(X')F,
G O o
soc. L(0,1) 0 L(X) - (soc L(0/1) 0 L(X )) 0 L(X') .
G o ' - *
Proof.
It is straightforward to prove
soc L (1,0) 0 L(X) = soc.lsoc L (1,0) 0 L(X )) 0 L(X’)F.
G o  u  ^ u
From Proposition 4.1.2 we have:
G QsocIT L (1,0) 0 L(X ) = soc L(1,0) 0 L(X ) = E n. ,(y,X )L(u) u! o o u yeX  ^ i
for some n (1 Q) (y,XQ) = 0 or 1. Thus by Steinberg’s tensor 
product theorem, the module
(soc. L(1,0) 0 L(X )) 0 L(X’)
G °
is completely reducible as a G—module. L
4.2. The Extension Ext^(L(y),L(X)) For Type Ar
4.2.1. Definition.
For each X e X . Define
A(X) = {y £ X+/Ext^(L(y),L(X)) ¥ 0}. □
4.2.2. Proposition.
A (0,O) = lpn (p-2,p-2),pn (p+l,p-2),pn (p-2,p+l)/n=0,l,..}\{(0,0)}.
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proof.
We put "\{(0,0)}" to exclude (0,0) when p = 2. 
Suppose y e A(0,0). Let
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be a p-adic expansion of y i.e. y^ e for every i - 0,1,...,r 
We have two cases.
Case (i) : yQ t (0,0).
Let y = yQ + py', thus by Proposition 2.2.3 we obtain:
This implies
y' c {(0,0), (1,0),(0,1)}, 
and hence
y e {(p-2,p-2),(p+l,p-2),(p-2,p+l)}\{(0,0)}.
Case (ii): yQ = (0,0).
Let m be the least integer such that ym ^ 0(0 < m s r) .
Using Claim 1 in the proof of Proposition 2.3.12 and then
Ext*(L(y),L(0,0)) « HomG (L(y')F,ExtJ (L(yo),L(0,0))) fi 0.
Thus
r-m .
replacing y by E p1 ym+i in Case (i) we obtain:
i=0
Conversely, suppose
y e {pn (p-2 ,p-2),pn (p+l,p-2),pn(p-2,p+l)/n-0 ,l,..}\{(0 ,0)}.
Put X = (0,0) in Lemma 3.2.12 (Lemma 3.2.2 when p = 2, and 
Lemma 3.2.13 when p = 3), we obtain:
Exti(L(v),L (0,0)) « K,b
for every
v e {(p-2,p-2),(p+1,p-2),(p-2,p+1)}\{(0,0)}.
We then use, as before, Claim 1 in the proof of Proposition 
2.3.12. □
We are now ready to introduce and prove our final
result.
4.2.3. Theorem.
Suppose X £ X , X = XQ + pX1, X1 = X^ + pX , where
X ,X' £ X and X',X" £ X+. Moreover suppose X = (r,s) and o o 1 u
X' = (r',s'). Then we have: 
o
(i) dim Exti(L(v), L (X)) s 1 for every y £ X+.b
(ii) A (X) = (A + pX•) u (XQ + pA(X1)), where
A = ih1,n2 + Pv2,n3 + Pv3/K - Extu ,L^ 0 ^  '
L(l,0)F£Ext^ (L(n2) #LUq) ) »L(0,1) £ Exty^lLlilj) ,L(lo)) ,
L ( x ;  + v 2 ) £  s o c ^  b(l jOJSLiX^)  , L ( X ^ + v 2 ) £  s o c GL ( 0 , l )  0  L( Xq ) } .
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Explicitly A is ijiven by the fo Hewing table.
•^o A
o^=(r's) £ Ao (0,0) (3) {n1»n2+p(1iC|) ,n3+p(o,i)}
Let: (0,s'),l£s'sp-3 in1,n2+pU/0) ,n2+p(o,-i),n3+p(o,i),
n1=(p-s-2,p-r-2)/ n3+p(i,-i)}
H2=(r+s+l,p-s-2), (r',0),l£r'áp-3 ín^n^pd,©) ,n2+p(-i,i) ,n3+p(o,i),
n3=(p-r-2,r+s+l). n3+p(-i,o)}
or (C,p-2) (3) in1,n2+p(o,-i) ,n3+p(o,i),n3+p(i,-i)}
X=(r,s) in the (P-2,0) (3) {n 1 ,n 2+p U ,o) ,n 2+p (-1, i ) ,n 3+p (-i ,o)}
upper alcove. (r1 ,s') ,r'+s' = p-2, 
lsr'<p-3
in^ r^ +pio,-!) ,n2+p(-i,i) ,n3+p(-i,o),
Let: n3+pU/-i)}
n1=(P“S-2#p-r-2), (0,p-l) (3) in^n^pdiO) ,n2+p(o,-i) ,n3+pd,-i)}
H 2=(P"r-2,-ptr+s+i), (p-1,0) (3) in^ r^ +pi-i/D ,n3+p(o,i) ,n3+p(-i,o)}
H 3=(-p+r+s+1,p-s-2) (r',s'),r'+s'=p-l,(3) 
lsr'sp-2
in^ i^ +pU/O) ,n2+p(-i,i) ,n3+p(o,i), 
n3 +p(i,-i)}
(r ' ,p-l) ,l£r'^ p-2 (3) in^ r^ +pdiO) ,n 2+p (o,-i) ,n3+p(-i,o), 
n3+pd,-i)}
(p-l,s') ,]Ss'ip-2 (3) in1,n2-tp(°f-i) fn2+p(-i,i) ,n3+p(o,i), 
n3+p(-i,o)}
(p-l/P-D (3) in^ r^ +pio,-!) ,n3+p(-i,o)}
(r',s') otherwise in^n^pd/O) ,n2+p(o,-i),n2+p(-i,i), 
n3+p(o,i),n3+p(-i,o) ,n3+p(i,-i))
(r,s),r+s=p-2 (0,0) (2), (3) in1+pd,o) ,n2+p(o,i)}
Let: (0,s') ,l¿s'<p-3 (Hj+pdfO) »n^ +pio,-!) ,n2+p(o,i),
n2+pd,-i)}
n2=(s,p-i)• (r',0),l¿r'sp-3 in 3+p d,o) ,n1+p(-i,i) ,n2+p(o,i),
n2+p(-i,o)}
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(0,p-2) (3) (rii+pi0 / - 1) /n2+PÍ1^“1^
(p-2,0) (3) ( ni-+p(i,o) , ni+ p (- i , i )  ,n2+p(-i*o)}
(r;s'),r'+s'=
l¿r’¿p-3
p-2, (nj^+piO,-1) )ri1+ p ( - l , l )  ,n2+P(_1/°i 
n2+p(1, - 1) }
(0,p-l) (2), (3) in1+pi1/0) i n ^ i O f - i )  ,n2+ p ( i / - i ) }
(P-1,0) (2), (3) ín1+p(—i ,i ) / n 24P ( ° ' 1) / i 2+p(_1 ' ° ) }
(r;s'),r'+s'=p-l, (3) 
lsr'^ p-2 (rijtpil/O) ,n 1‘*p ( - l , l )  /H2+P^0 ' 1  ^• 
n2-tp U / - 1) }
(r'#p-l)flsr,sp-2 (3) (rij+pUfO) ,n 1+p(°^”1) /n2'fP ( " 1»0 ) •
n2- ^ U / - i ) }
(p-l,s‘),lss'sp-2 (3) {n-L+pí-ifi) /Hj^ +pi0/-1) /n2+P^0 ' 1  ^•
n2-fp(-i,o)}
(p-l,p-l) (2), (3) {rij+PÍ0 /“ 1) »ri2+P(- 1 »0 ^
(r ',s') otherwise (ni+p(l,0) »n^PiO ,-!)  ,ri2+ (—1,1) •
n2-+p(o,i) ,n2+p(-i/0)  /il2'fP ( 1»~1) }
(r,p-l) ,CKráp-2 (0,0) (2), (3) in+p ( i , o )}
Let:
(0,s') ,lss'sp-3 'j
n=(p-r-2,r)
(0,p-l) (2), (3)\ ín+pU/O),n +p (o ,-i ) }
(r1 ,p-l) ,lsr'<p-2 (3)J
(0,p-2) (3)
(n+p(o,-i)
(p-l,p-l) (2), (3)
(r',s'),r'+s 
lsr'sp-3
,=P"2, j
(p-l/P-2) (3)) {n+ p ( o , - i ) ,n-fp (- i , i ) }
(p-l,s’),l<;s'<p-3 J
(r',0) ,lsr'sp-2 (3)
(l/P-2) (3)
(r',s'),r'+s'=p-l, 
2ár'<p-3
{n-tp(i,o) ,n-*p(-i ,D}
(P-2,1) (3)J
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(p-1,0) (2),(3) (n+p(-i,i)}
(r',£) otherwise (n+p(i,o),n+p(o,-i),n+p(-i,D}
(p-l,s),0Ss£p-2 (0,0) (2) ,(3) (n+p(o,i)}
Let:
(0,s')/l^ s'^ p-2 (3)
H=(s,p-s-2)
(l,p-2) (3)i
(r1, s')/r,+s'=p-l, 
2ir'Sp-3
in+p(o,i) ,n+p(i,-i)}
(P-2,1) (3)
(r’,0),lir'Si>-3 1
(p-1,0) (2),(3)\ (n+p(o,i) ,n+p(-i,o)}
(p-l,s‘),l^ s'sp-2 (3J 
(P-2,0) (3?
| (n+p(-i,o)}
(p-l,p-l) (2),(3)
(r' ,s'),r'+s'=p-2, 
lsr'¿p-3
(r'jp-lMsr'sp-S (n+p(-i,o) ,n+p(i,-D)
(p-2,p-l) (3j
(0,p-l) (2), (3) {n+p(i,-i))
(r',s') otherwise in+p(o,i),n+p(-i,o),n+p(i,-D}
(p-l,p-l) (r’,s') (2),(3) empty
(2) Allied, when p = 2.
(3) Applied, when p = 3.
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Proof.
(i) Let y = yQ + Py 1 e X+. When m q “ \Qi we 9° down to y ' ,A 1 using
Extg(My) ,L(X)) » Extg(L(y *),L(A ')) 
and so on. So we may assume that yQ ? \Q.
Proposition 4.1.1 and Corollary 4.1.4 show that
Ext1(L(y),L(A)) is isomorphic to Hom^(L(y ') ,L(A 1)) or to
Horn,, (L (y 1) , (soc L(1#0) 8 L (A ')) 8 L(A")F) or toG o  O
HomG (L(y '), (socG 1(0,1) 8 L(A^)) 0 L(A")F),
and when p = 3 it may be isomorphic to the direct sum of the three
Horn 's above. All the following G-modules G
L(A ') , (soc L(1,0) 8 L (A^)) 0 L(A")F, (socQ L(0,1)8L ^ ¿))® L(A")F
are completely reducible, and when p = 3 no two of them share a 
composition factor. Also each composition factor of any of the 
three modules above occurs exactly once by Propositions 4.1.2, and
4.1.3. So dim Ext,1, (L(y) ,L(A)) is at most one.
(ii) When yQ = Aq, the extension Ext1(L(y),L(A)) is not zero iff 
y' e A(A'). When yQ f Aq, suppose
Ext1(L(y),L(A)) “ HomG (L(M1),L(1,0) ® L(A')).
Thus it is nonzero iff y 1 = A^ + v2 + PA" for some v2 £ X such that 
L(A^ + v^) c socgL(1,0) 0 L(A^), and above. □
tl
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CHAPTER 5 ~ THE BLOCKS OF THE PARABOLIC SUBGROUPS
The parabolic subgroups of G containing the Borel subgroup
B = <T,y / a e 4+>A-a
are in one to one correspondence with the set of subsets of the . 
simple roots A. For each subset ft c a , the group
Pn = <B, X / a £ n>ft ' Aa'
is the associated parabolic subgroup.
The parabolic subgroup P^ has a Levi decomposition
.ft
where
- u V
= <X.a/a e 4>+\Zft>
is the unipotent radical of P^, and
Gn = <T,x /X /« e SI ' ACl A“0l
is the Levi factor of Pfi.
Recall the roots of an affine algebraic group with respect 
to a maximal torus are the nonzero weights of the adjoint 
representation of its Lie algebra (see Section 1.1 for the 
definition of the adjoint representation) . The subroot system 
<t>n = $ n Zft (resp. 4^ u ( )  are the roots of Gfl (resp. Pfi)
SI
with respect to T.
In fact 4>s, is an abstract root system (with respect to the 
Euclidean subspace 1R 4^ ) ; and
= <w /a e W ft a' -
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is its associated abstract Weyl group. Moreover and
4>* = 4> + n 4>^ are simple and positive roots in respectively.
For a fuller discussion of all the above results we refer 
the reader to §2.5, §8.5 of [7], and §30.1, §30.2 of [23]. All 
the notation above will be used in what follows.
5.1. The Blocks of The Derived Subgroup GA .
5.1.1. Lemma.
Let Gq = (G^,G^) be the derived subgroup of G^, and let 
Z(G^) be the centre of G0. Then we have:sr
(i) G^ = Z(G^) Gn and Z(G^) n gq is
(ii) G^ is a connected semisimple algebraic group, and
an m‘« . ' » V *  £ c>
Proof.
The group G^. is reductive (§30.2 of [23]). Thus all the 
lemma, except G'Q - <xu /X_a/Q £ follows from §27.5 of [23].
Recall the relations (Lemma 20 on p. 29 of [34]):
(i) x (u)x (u1) = x^iu+u') for every a £ 4> and u,u' e K.
v
(ii) hQ(t)x (u)hc(t)_1 = x (t(a'3 ) U) for every a,8 e *, t e K*,p ct p cx
and u e K.
Let H = <v /a e fi>. Clearly H is a normal subgroup ofA0C A*“0C
G-. The epimorphism T -*■ G0/H defined by t-*- tH for every t c T ft ••
shows that G^/H is an abelian group. Thus G^ c H.
From the relations (i), (ii) above, the commutator
v
(xa (u),hg(t)) = xa (u-t(a' 3 }u) 
for every a, 8 e 4>, t e K*, and u e K. So H c . □
_____
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Remark.
For every a e <t>^, u e K, and t e K* we have:
xa (u) £ Gn ' and ha (t) e Gh-
This is because there exists w e such that w(a) e Cl, and also'
(y i>Xa (u)V 1 ) ’ 1 = Xaig (a) (±u)
for every 8 £ ft, where u>g(l) = x^ (1) x_^ (-1) x^ (1) , see Lemma 20 
of [34].
5.1.2. Lemma.
T = <h£.(t)/a e Cl, t e K*> is a maximal torus in G^ .
Proof.
It is enough to prove is of maximal dimension.
By definition, the rank of is the dimension of any of 
its maximal tori. Moreover, G^ is semisimple, hence
rank G^ = rank 4>(G^,T‘)
the root system associated to (G^,T') , where 1 is any maximal 
torus (§27.1 of [23]). The roots of G^ and of G^ are in one to 
one correspondence (p. 164 of [23]),and 0^ a root system of 
(Gfi,T). Hence
rank G^ = |ft| •
The inclusion T^ c T implies any element of Tfi has a unique
expression as a product II ha (ta), ta £ K* (Corollary on p. 44
aei2
of [34]). Hence
T^ = K* x ...* K* | ft |-times. 0
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5.1.3. Definition.
(i) X^ = {A £ X(T)/tx,aV) * 0 for every a e R} .
(ii) X _ = {X e X(T)/(A,aV) = 0 for every a £ R}.
(iii) X^ = {X e X(T) /(X#6V) = 0 for every 8 e A\fi}.
Uv) XJ+ - n Xfl. 0
For every A^ e X^, there is a unique expression 
XR = *R + XR,0'
with A^ e , and Afi/0 £ xfi/0*
The inclusion
i_:T_. T R R
gives the epimorphism
i* : X(T) - X(Tfl).
Since JR is a torsion free Z-module/ the last epimorphism gives 
another one (call it i* also)
i* : X(T) Qz JR X(Tft) SgIR.
It follows directly that:
ker ifi = XR ,0 V '
l*fll " |U*(a)/a c VI*
Note that n X^ Q is empty.
The proof of the following lemma is an imitation of the 
proof of the analogous result for G which is originally due to
J.A. Green.
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5.1.4. Lemma.
4>^ ' = i*(4>^ ) is the root system associated, to (G^,Tfl).
Proof.
For each a e ir' define affine algebraic group homomorphism
by u i--- >x (u) for every u e G . This gives the K-algebraa a a
homomorphism
<T :K[Gi] -v K[X],a Si
and à in turn gives Ta
-n e K[G^]*, r = 0,1,... .^a,r
These are defined as follows, for every f e K[G^] put
(f) Ir=0
(f)xr.
See Section 1.2 for the analogous for G, see also Section 1.1 
for the notation which we will use next. We prove the lemma in 
two steps.
Step 1. We prove çj x £ Lie(G^) for every a £ *Q.
Let f,g £ K[G^] and a £ 4»^. Hence
^ * (fg) = ♦”*(£)
expanding each side in a polynomial in X, and equating the 
coefficient of Xr (r = 0,1,...) we obtain:
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Hence
Z çjj (f) (a(t)u)r = Z ^  r (c -lf) (ur)# 
r =0 ' r=0 ' t
Lemma 1.1.1 gives
Ud(t)c“(1)(£) - çj,!(= !«.
Therefore
Çft . (f) (ex (t) u)<*/l
(c _xf)(U) (adttJÇ^i) (f) (u) /
which gives
ad(t)^a,l = a(tKa,l * D 
For each a, 3 £ ft/ define 
(i*(a) , ift(&)) = *
Since il- = lg(Q) generates , and *£ in turn generates 
X(T.) ®2»< (127.X o£ [23]), this form can be extended to a
bilinear symmetric form on X(T^) ®zIR’
5.1.5. Lemma.
i y / r JR and ex £ Œ wg have (i) For every A e XU; unu
(X,aV) = (i^(X),if2(«)V).
(ii) The map i* indue« an isomorphism of root 
* and *■>. Moreover = ig(0) *nd *fl+ = i«
rLte and its corresponding positive ones in
systems between 
(4>*) are simple 
respectively.
Proof.
(i) We may omit the "v".
For every A c X(T) 0JR we have:
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i*(A) = z m i*(3)
0 3tft 3 “
for some m„ e 3R.
p
Let A' = Z m03. Thus A = A* mod X
lie ft 6
0 S^/ and hence
(A,a) = (A1 ,a) for every a e ft.
Therefore
(A,a) = (A',a) = Z m.(6,a) = Z m.(i*(3),i* (a)) = (i*(A),i*(o))
3 £ ft 3 3eft 3 « ft
(ii) Clearly the above bilinear form on X(T^) 0 ^  is positive 
definite, and i* induces an Euclidean space isomorphism between
the subspace of X(T) generated by and X(T0)ft' □
This paragraph is the only part of this chapter in which
we assume G to be a connected semisimple affine algebraic group.
We follow §31.1 of [23] in defining G to be simply connected.
The symbols T and N(T) will denote a maximal torus and its
normalizer in G respectively. We let W(G,T) = N(T)/T, and 4>(G,T)
to be the associated Weyl group and root system respectively.
The Weyl group W(G,T) has a natural action on X(T) 0^. Let ( , )
be a bilinear, symmetric, positive definite, and W(G,T) invariant
form on X(T) 0^. Choose A a simple system in 4>(G,T). An
velement A e X(T) 0 ^  is called an integral weight if (A,a ) e Z 
for every a £ A. The group G is called simply connected if the
set of all integral weights in X(T) Q£R is equal to X(T) . 
Alternatively, the semisimple group G is simply connected iff 
the set of the fundamental dominant weights (A^/a e A} is in 
X(T). Recall the fundamental dominant weights are the weights 
A 's (a c A) satisfying (A ,£V) = 6 Q for every 3 £ A, and they01 Ct Ct p
form a Z-basis for the lattice of integral weights.
Now we return to the original notation for G i.e. G 
is our universal Chevally group.
5.1.6. Proposition.
G^ is simply connected.
Proof.
There is a bilinear, symmetric, and positive definite 
form on X(T^) ,^1R (see Lemma 5.1.5). The abstract Weyl group 
associated to the abstract root system 4>^ has an action on 
X(T^) 0^ IR. The elementary reflections of this abstract Weyl 
group
iu>i*(a)/a 6 fi} 
act on A' £ X(T^) ^
wi*(a)(A,) = X’ " U M * ( a ) V)i*(a).ir
The Weyl group associated to (G^,T^) is isomorphic to 
the abstract Weyl group associated to which is in turn
isomorphic to
Wfi = <u>a/a £ £ W.
See §27.1 and p. 164 of [23], §2.5 of [7], and Lemma 22 of [34].
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Moreover we have:
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i a<“ a (X,) = Ji*(a)(i« (X))
for every A c X(T) 0^ IR. Thus we may identify Wn with the Weyl 
yroup associated to ( ) ,  and we have:
i* (u) (A)) = u) (i* (A))
for every w e W^, and A e X(T) Q^ IR.
We can easily see that {i*(Aa)/a e ft} is the set of
the fundamental dominant weights in which we are interested
(A is the fundamental dominant weight of X(T) associated to a
a e A) . Finally
A e X(T) implies i*(A) e X(Tfi) . □
The dot action of the Weyl group W^ needs more care to 
handle. Let
pa = I V  a ‘
Although need not be in X(T) (e.g. type A2) , we have: 
m(A+p^) ■ Pjj e X(T)
for each cu e W$. and A e X(T) . This is because
(Pn#a) = <“0 (pn,*“a (o,) = (< V a'_a) 
for each a e ft, which gives 
(ps2,aV) = 1
for every a £ fi. Thus
p = pfi mod Xflf0 0^,
From above we obtain:
= I ,£ ,+ and =
“ £<ift
for every u e and A e X(T).
5.1.7. Definition.
For a weight A* e X(Tfi), not equal to we
define r(A’) to be the nonnegative integer satisfying
A 1 + i*(p0) £ pr(X,,X(Tfi)\pr(X,)+1X(Tn).
For each weight A e X(T) such that i*(A) j -i£(pfi), we define 
rn (A) to be
rfi(A) = r(i* (A) ) . □
5.1.8. Theorem, [16].
For every A1 e X(T^) , let 8(A1) be the G^—block con­
taining A'. Then we have:
81A-) = (WirA ' +Pr (X ,)+ 1 n X(Tf2)+. □
5.2. Representations and Blocks of The Levi Factor .
The levi factor Gj may not be semisimple, so to determine 
its blocks we have to find out the indexing set for its simple 
modules. This will be done in the following proposition and its 
corollary.
U). A = to (X + pfi) - , for every w e Wfi.
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5.2.1. Proposition.
(i) Each simple P^-module is a module of highest weight with
respect to the partial ordering involving 4* only. That module 
is nonzero iff its highest weight is in X^. Let * X^ , denote
such module. Then {L^ (X^ )/A^  e X^ } is a full set of simple P^ -modules.
(ii) dim Lfi( y 0) = 1 for every € X ^ Q .
(iii) For each X^ e Xfi, let Afi = X^ + X^ Q be its unique 
decomposition with X^ e X^,A^ o € o’ Then;
Pft
“ Lft(Xft} 0 L(Xft,o^’
Proof.
It is an imitation of the proof of the analogous result 
for G, e.g. Theorem 39 of [34], §31.4 of [23], and §5.7 of [6]. □
5.2.2. Corollary.
The restrictions I e X^} is a ful1 set °f
simple -modules. 
Proof.
The unipotent radical is a normal subgroup of Pfi .
Thus Ln (An) | nis completely reducible (as a U -module) by
a a
..ftClifford's theorem (Theorem 49.2 of [14]). But U is a unipotent 
group, then L^(A^)|^is trivial (§17.5 of [23]). Hence L^(A^)|q
is a simple G^-module.
ft
Conversely, any simple (^-module can be made into a simple
Pu-module by letting US2 act trivially. □
The followina lemma may be well known to most readers,
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5.2.3. Lemma.
Let V be a finite dimensional G^-module, and let w e W^. 
Suppose A e X(T) is a weight of V, then w(A) is also a weight of 
V with the same multiplicity.
Proof.
It is enough to prove it when u = w , a e fi.
For each a e ft, t e K*, let ua (t) = xa(fc)x_a(-t t
then ha (t) = (t) cu^  (1 ) 1 and (1 ) h^ (t) (1 ) = h^ (t) , for
each 8 e ft (Lemma 20 of [34]).
We want to prove wa (l) 1 = VUa ^  . Let 0 f v c V ,
and 8 any element of ii, t e K*. Then:
hp(t) (ua(l)-1v) ■ u a(l)’1 (»cfl)h^t)ua(l)’1v) ■ “a(l)"l(h«a(B)(t)V) =
. (w (X)/8 ) -i= w (1) 1 (t v) = wa(A)(he(t))(wa(l) v).
Hence u (1)_1V € A (X), so u (l)"1 V* £ VwaU). a a
Similarly wa (1) 1 VWa ^  £ v • Q 
5.2.4. Lemma.
Let q e ite longest element. Then we have:
W *  “ Lii('U)fi/OlV )
/or every A„ e X^.
Proof.
By Lemma 5.2.3, the weight wQf0 (AQ) is the unicJue
. . . • u. t i\ \ qo -ii (A„) is the unique maximalminimal weight of Lfi(AnJ. b° U£2,0 V fl
weight of Lfl(Afl)* (since is a weight of Lfl(An) iff -Pfl is a
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weight of with the same multiplicity). By induction
on the composition length of Ln(A^)*/ we can easily find that 
Li2(-u)^  o (A^ ) ) is a composition factor of L^(A^)*. Finally the 
isomorphism
completes the proof. □
5.2.5. Proposition.
Suppose Afi, e Xfi/ Afi ■ A^ + ^n,0' yn = + yn,o'
where A* , u* e X* and A ^ q/ yfif0 £ X ^ Q . Then we have:
J 3 Honfc^ /G^  (yii,o"An,o) ,ExtG^(Lft(ysV ,Ln(^  J *
Proof.
Claim any G^ /G,'-,-module is completely reducible. It 
is enough to prove that if U is a rational G^-module on which G^ 
acts trivially, then U is completely reducible. Let Z = Z(Gn)° 
be the connected component of the centre of G^, hence G^ = ZG^. 
For every n e X(Z), where X(Z) is the character group of Z, let
= {u e U/zu = n(z)u for every z e Z}.
Therefore
u = z® U (n) 
ncx(z)
,(n)is a Gn-decomposition of U. So it is enough to prove U is 
G^-completely reducible. If iv^/i e 1} is a basis of U , and 
g = zg' where g e G^, z e Z, and g' e . Then gv^ - n(z)v^ for 
every i c I. This proves the claim.
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Now let V be a rational G^-module. The Hochschild-Serre
five term exact sequence (§4.6 (b) of [12]) reads:
Q! , • ^  „S0 - V ^ / G ^ V  Sî) - H1 (G^ #V) - H^G^V) h2(V gÀ'v^  > * h2(V v)-
By the claim
1 Gn 2 GfiHA(Gfi/G^V “) = H (Gfi/G^,V “) = 0.
Thus we obtain:
i i V Sh S g^V) » h S g^ v )
Put V = L^ly^)* 0 L^U^). Using the fact that both and
L U  ) are trivial G'-modules together with the previous LemmaÎ2 Î2 § O U
and Proposition 5.2.1(iii), we get our result (see Remark (2) of
§2.2). □
5.2.6. Lemma.
Suppose Afi e Xfi/ A^ = A^ + *n#0, where A^  e X' and
*n,o £ xn,o- Then we have:
W
S
W
s
where L(y') is the simple G'-module with highest weight y x<Tn>
Proof.
The first isomorphism is a direct consequence of I’ropositioi 
5 .2.1 (iii) and the fact that L ^ A ^ q ) is isomorphic to the trivial
G^ -module i.e. K.
The two subgroups
Bsi * B 0 Gn
are Borel subgroups of and respectively. For every 
A e X(T)/ let K be the one dimensional B -module on which
U f A »2
T acts by weight X and the unipotent radical of B^ acts 
trivially. Let
V x) ’
Theorem 2.9 of [36] states
V X)IG , *“ '• (,)
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Ya ( V
Claim Y^(A^) is nonzero iff A^ e X^, and for A^ c Xfi/ 
has a simple socle L^(A^).
As in the semisimple case we can show that L^(A^)yas a
B -module, is generated by any nonzero vector of weight An . 
Let y e X . Thenii «b
Hoiug (Ln (liii,»Yii(V ) “ HoniB0(Ln( yn }
“ u n
see Proposition 1.4 of [11]. So if
0 * 6 £ HomBn (Lii(liii)lBiJ'Kn,AiJ)
V*oand O / v £ l £2 (y^ ) , we have:
0(KB V) = KB^O(v) f 0.
Hence 6(v) ? 0, and so 0(v) e , is a vector weight X^ , 
thus v is of weight X^ ■ This shows this homomorphism is zero 
when y^ f A^. Let
u = \
4
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For any ü e. Hom^ (L^(A^)»K^  ^ ) , we have 0 (U) - 0. So
““ V f i  ‘V ' W  “ H° V W /U' “» V  "  K'il U iZ iÉ
This completes the proof of the claim.
It is well known that (p. 55 of [2]):
socG , IndB , (Kft/X
fl'Ba
By Clifford's theorem, the restriction L^U^) | _ is completely
reducible, and from (*) we have:
) | £ IndGfi (K
G«
il i An'Bj
□
5.2.7. Corollary.
Suppose the notation of Preposition 5.2.5 and Lemma 5.2.6. 
Then we have:
ExtGÙ (A. )) “ Ext^ , (I^ (y^ ) “ ExtG'(L(iÎ(Mn)),L(iÎ(V ))‘ a
5.2.8. Lemma.
Let belong to the same coset of in X(T), and
suppose ij^U) = Then A - p*
Proof.
We can put
X - W + E V  otefi
for some n^ e Z . Thus
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I n i*(a) = 0 implies n = 0
a<Ul a a
for every a e fi, 
0
this is because {i*(a)/a £ fi} is a Z-basis for
5.2.9. Proposition.
For X^ e g^(A^) be the block cf containing
\ . Then we have:Ufa
sn '  <VVe «o' " V
Proof.
Suppose p c Hence there exist pfi = \Q, \ .,\n=\^
all are in such that either
ExtGfllLfiu i)'Lii(Ai+i,) ^ 0 or ExtGn(Li2(xi+i)'Lnu i)) * °
or both for every i = 0,...,n-l. We argue by induction on n.
So we may assume n = 1, also we can suppose
“ ^ “■ a V 'V V 1 *  °-
The above nonzero extension gives us; that there exists 
an indecomposable G^-module V such that L^(y^) and L^(X^) are its 
only composition factors. For each p £ X(T), let y - p + Zi>^ .
Let be the sum of all weight subspaccs of V of weights in p.
Thus
V = E® .
p £ X (T)
It follows directly from §27.2 of [23] that
yApj
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for every a e 4^.. Hence V (u) is a Gfi-submodule of V, which gives 
V =
for some y c X(T)f and all the weights of V are in the same 
coset of Z4>^  in X(T) .
By Proposition 5.2.5 we have:
(L(i^(yfi) ) ,L(i*U^) ) ) ¥ o.
Therefore
r n U n) + l  +
° ° «¿> n X(Tfi)
Hence
+ V e (W P
+1 ZV n Xr
for some v e Xfl Q .
The previous two paragraphs show that; all y^ + vr^Q
are in the same coset of Zift in X(T) . Lemma 5.2.8 forces v to
be zero.
Conversely, suppose
e < W P
rn<V+1ZV  n V
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or both for every i = 0,...,n-l. Choose A^ i £ such that
V V  i} “ Xi' 1 = 0,...,n.
Claim there exists v e X^ Q such that
+ v £ M V *
We argue by induction on n above. So we may assume n = 1, and 
also we can suppose
ExtG^ (MijjiUjj) ) » L (i^j (Ajj) ) ) 7*0.
Hence the G^/G^-module (ufl = ^  + = Xi2 +Xtl,0 as USUal)
ExtG^(Lfi(p^ ) ,Lfl(A^ ) ) j* 0,
see Corollary 5.2.7. Choose v' e X_. ^ such that
L^v') ç soc^^G, ExtG^ ^ ' Ln ( }  *
Thus, Proposition 5.2.5 gives
+W  ’V N i »  “ “ V/cÿ, (Itilv,) 'ExtG:lIn<1,il W 1 J'°-O 06 06 06
Put v = v’ + A,fl ,0 " So
^  + V £ ] ' (*} 
this proves our claim.
By assumption, and A^ are in the same coset of Zi>^  
in X(T), and from (*) above p^+ v and A^ are in that coset. 
Thus v = 0 and p^ e B^(A^) ’ ^
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or both for every i = Choose A^  ^e such that
1iîÎXi 2 , i ) "  Xi '  1 "  ° ' * *  • ' n<
Claim there exists v e X^ Q such that
^  + v £ ‘W -
We argue by induction on n above. So we may assume n = 1, and 
also we can suppose
E x t ^  (L(i*(nQ))# L(i*(Afi))) * 0 .
Hence the G ^ - m o d u l e  (yQ = ^  + = Xh +Xfl,0 aS USUal)
El‘t^ (Li!(l‘i)'Lil(Xi)) * °'
see Corollary 5.2.7. Choose v‘ e X^ Q such that
V v,) ^ SOCGjj/G^ Ext^  (Lfl(^ )'Li2(Xfi,)- 
Thus, Proposition 5.2.5 gives
Put v = v1 + \  >0 - Ma /0- So
va + v £ W ' (*)
this proves our claim.
By assumption, jj and A^ are in the same coset of Z4>^  
in X(T) , and from (*) above v and Afi are in that coset.
Thus v = 0 and e 8^(A^) * ^
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5.3. The Blocks of the Parabolic Subgroup P
For every Aflc XQ , let I^(X^) (resp. JflU n)) be the 
injective cover of L^(A^) as a P^-module (resp. G^-module) . 
The injective G0-module J^(X^) can be made into a P0-modulefl
by letting U act trivially. So the tensor product identity 
(Proposition 1.5 of [ll]) gives
in4 “( w >  -“ w Ind “ (K).Gfl
Moreover, this induced module is injective and has a simple 
Pn-socle L0 (Xn) (p. 4 and Proposition 1.4 of [ll]). Thusdb «6 ¿6
'a“ o' *“Ja(x8> 0 Indc“(K>-
Directly from the definition of the induced module, we 
can identify
poIndG (K) = {f e K[Pn]/f.g = f for every g e G^}.
The coordinate ring K[ufi] can be made into a Gfi-module by 
the action
(c f)(u) = f(g_1ug)
for every g e Gn , f £ K[un], and u e . This action is welldb r
0 *defined since U is a normal subgroup of P^. The module Ind (
is a G^-module via the right translation. So we have:
(K)
5.3.1. Proposition.
K[un] BflInd^n (K).
GC1
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Proof .
The map
s  x u
defined by tMg,u) = gu for every g c G^ and u e is an iso­
morphism of varieties (p. 185 of [23]). This gives the iso­
morphism of K-algebras
(P*:K[P^] - K[Gn] 0 K[Ufi]
defined by i|>*(f)(g,u) = f(gu) for every f e K[P^], g e G , and
„nu e U .
Let 1 e K[G„] be the map 1 :G_ -*• K sending g i— >1 e KG^ n Gfi a
for every g e G„. Thus K1 is a subalgebra of K[Gn], and 
considering the action by conjugation ("c ") defined above we 
have: Q
K1 © K[US2] K[Ufi].
GU P
Claim 1. ^*(Ind„i2(K) ) = Kl„ © K[un].
g8rQLet f e Ind_ (K). Hence we have:
Gn
i|»*(f) = lr © f| o £ Kl_ © K[ufi].
Ga u“ Gil
Conversely, let 1^ © n e Kl^ , © K[U^]. Suppose f e K[P^]
such that vp* (f) = 1 „ ©1
GS2p
Claim 2. **:Ind W(K) - K1 © K[USi]
ft,We can easily see that f c Ind (K).
Gft
is a G^-modules isomorphism.
p
Indeed, let f e Ind ^(K), g and g' e G , u e U , and 
Gft a
suppose * (f) = 1 -  © n* Hence
°ft
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<P*(g.f) (g',u)=f(g 1ug) = (l(, ®n) (g 1g'g,g 1ug) = (cg(ir ®n)) (g1 ,u). □
From now on, we let M^to be the kernel of the augmentation 
map for the Hopf algebra K[U^] i.e.
= if e K[un]/f(l) = 0),
where 1 £ is the identity element.
rWe can easily see that is a G^-submodule of K|_U J
r n.(via the action "Cg" above), is a maximal ideal in K|.U J, and
Q
K[ufi] © K.
Krull1s intersection theorem gives
00n
r=l
0.
5.3.2. Lemma.
ch. M = Z e (X) .
“ X£ * \ ^
Proof.
ftConsidering the adjoint action, the weights of Lie (U ) 
as a G^-module with respect to T are (the first paragraph
of §.30.2 of [23]). So the weights of (Lie(U ))* are 
The map
0:Lie (Ufi) - < V Mft>*
ftdefined by Q ( y) (m+M^ = y(m) for every y £ Lie (U ) , and m £ M
is a G -modules isomorphism (we use Lemma 1.1). □
ft
5.3.3.
r
1*1
Corollary.
1 •
The weight \ e X(T) is a weight of Mn/Mn , r 2 1, vff 
for some e 4>+\i>*. r?ie multiPliaity °? X 18 equal\
? --
_  . . ,  r
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to the number of different ways X can be written as such a sum. 
Proof. (S. Donkin).
2Let m = dim , and for every r s 1, let f(m,r)
denote the dimension of the space of homogenous polynomials of 
degree r in m variables. Let
R = K[u“]M,
be the localization of K[u^] at M„.
Now R is a regular local ring by Theorem A of §5.3 of 
[23]. Then
so that
dim W R/(MjjR) = m,
dim (AinR)r/(MfiR)r+1 = f (m,r) .
The natural map
K[un] -*• R
induces an isomorphism
Thus
* < V )t/lHnR)r+1
dim = f(m, r)
5.3.4. Lemma.
Let V be a V^-module. Then L^U^), Xfi e. Xfi/ is a 
P -composition factor of V iff it is a Gn-composition factor.
Si “
Proof,
Suppose Ln (Xfi) is a G0-composition factor of V. So there
exists two finite dimensional G_-submodules of V, S.^2' suc^ 
that V2/V1 = L^U ). Hence we may assume V to be finite dimensiona:
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We argue by induction on the Pfi-composition length of 
V, £ (V). If £(V) = 1  nothing to prove. So suppose £ (V) > 1. Let
ftV = {v e V/uv = v for every u e U },
Oit is nonzero by §17.5 of [23]. If V = V, then U acts
yfl yft
trivially on V and the lemma follows. If V 5 V, so V and
Jl *V/V both are P^-modules with P^-composition length less than 
H(v), moreover L^(X^) is a G^-composition factor of one of them 
or of both. □
Remark.
By the last lemma, if V is a rational P^-module, when we 
say a composition factor of it, we mean either a P^ or a one.
5.3.5. Lemma.
Suppose Lfi(yfi) is a composition factor of I^(A^). Then it
IT 1T + 1
is either a composition factor of J^(A^) or °f ® {^j/^0 '
where Lfi(A^ ,) is a composition of J^U^), and r s 1 .
Proof.
We have:
V V  W  8 K[u!!l *° W  8 "a • W '
Hence L„(U,J is a composition factor of J0 (A ) and the lemma 
follows, or Lq (u $2) is a composition factor of ® and the
lemma follows using Krull’s intersection theorem. U
5.3.6. Corollary.
For XQ e XQ , let Bn (XQ> and Bp (Xfl) be the G^ and P 
blocks containing Xrespectively. Then we have:
Spn <>o)'
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Prool.
This follows directly from the lemma. □
5.3.7. Lemma.
Let V be a finite dimensional rational Q^-module. 
Suppose \ e X be such that Xn + (¡> e X for every $ a weightuu y u yC
of V. Then Y^(A^) ® v has a filtration by the Y. (A^  + #)'s, end 
each occurs multiplicity of $ times.
Proof.
See the proof of Corollary 2.8 of [36], and note that
V »8 + ‘  IndB“‘KB.*a+*) * °
for every <j) a weight of V. □
5.3.8. Lemma.
Suppose ft A • Then Z$ = Z(4>\$fi).
Proof .
Let ft' = A\ia} for some a eA\ft . Thus ft c ft' ^ a .
Hence c <i>\. So we may assume ft =A\{a} for some a e A.
We fix this a £ A, a / ft .
It is enough to prove: ft £ Z($\0^). Then it is enough
to show that, for every g c ft, there exists A(ot,8) £ A such that
a + g +  £ y c <1* and a + E y e 4>. For each 8 e ft,
Y£A(a,8) y£A(a,8)
let A(a,8) to be the set of simple roots joining a and 8 in the 
Dynkin diagram of the corresponding A (it may be empty), see §3.6. 
of [7]. □
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By the previous lemma, for each <j> e Z$>, we can find 0^
ri ri+  ^ r 2 r 2 + Xa weight of M /M , and 0 _ a weight of M /M for somedb db “ db db
rlfr2 a 0, such that <*> = 0 1 - 02< We put r.^ = 0 (resp. r2 = O) 
if 0i = 0  (resp. 0 2 = 0) , and as before we assume ft ^ a •
5.3.9. Definition.
For every <{, e Zb, choose the ©^ ,©2 above such that 
r, + r_ is minimal. Put n, = r. + r„. □1 t p i t
5.3.10. Proposition.
Let Q e Zb, and let A^ eX^ie big enough with respect to 
v( (A^,a ) > 6n^  for every a e ft say) , moreover suppose i2 ^ A . 
Then we have:
h  + £ ßP ttn>.ft “
Proof.
The module
‘a ® W  '
and also we have
SOCG^Jft(Aft) “ SOCGfiYft(V  “ Lft(V
Then J^(A^) contains a copy of Yfi(Afi), and hence for every r a 1 ,
r/wr" ft'"ft' ~ '"ft/Wft
r r+1 . .all the composition factors of Y0(A„) 0 M0 M0 are composition
factors of I^(A^).
Let = 0f - 02 as before.
Step 1. We prove A„ + 0^  e 5p (A^ ) .
rl ri^1 vLet 0 be any weight of /M^ . Thus + ®/a ) > 0 f°r every
ft. By Lemma 5.3.7, the module Yfi(XQ + ex) is a section ofa e
r r +1
Y« iî) ® /Mfi , therefore L^(xfi + 6x) is a composition factor 
of Ifi(*n).
Step 2. We prove + ®i — C *
r 2 r 2+1
Let y = Afi + 0 1 “ 0 2 ' and let 6 be any wei9ht of ^  /M^ • So .
(p + 0 ,aV) > O for every a £ Ü* By the last step, y + q2 e 3p (y) 
i.e. ^  + e ! + 6X - 02) . □
5.3.11. Theorem.
Suppose A^e , and fi ^  A. Then we have:
BPa (>ii> - (ic * " >  " V
Proof.
vLet 2n = T. a. • From before we know (2p„ ,a ) = 2 for every
ft
a e Œ ■
Now let <£ £ Z<î be an arbitrary element such that + <|) £ X
By Proposition 5.3.10, we can choose m c U big enough such that
V *
r o(A0) + r ( A + ^ )  +1 r ( A )  +rfi ( A +<J>) +1
' 0 “ 0 ü 2pn+ <J> £ Bp (A^ -top a » a 0 2p,)
Also we have (by Proposition 5.2.9, and Corollary 5.3.6): 
r0UJ+r0(A0+<f>) +1
A 2Pfi £ '
ro(A,) +r0(A.+<(-) +1
*!!«*> W ^ 6PalV -
Hence
Xi2 + * e (XftJ
Conversely, let £ 3p (AQ) - Thus we may assume L^(yfi) is a 
composition factor of I0 (A0). Lemma 5.3.5, Corollary 5.3.3, and
-114
Proposition 5.2.9 give
^  £ + n X
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GDOSSAKY OF NOTATION
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